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Annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting
Scheduled For Nov. 16-17 In St. Louis

The annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting is scheduled for
November 16-17, 2017, in St. Louis, MO. The event will again take
place at the Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel.
Co-chairpersons Jan Haviland, of Haviland Corporation, Linn, MO,

and Tim Morgan, of Vonco Products, Trevor, WI, have been working to
ensure all manufacturers, suppliers and trade press representing different
broom, mop, brush and related industries are invited. 
The event begins on Thursday, November 16, with registration from 4 to

6 p.m., a networking hour from 5 to 6 p.m., and dinner starting at 6 p.m. 
The main program will take place on Friday, November 17, beginning

with a breakfast buffet at 7:30 a.m. The meeting portion of the event
begins around 8:20 a.m. with opening remarks. This will be followed by
guest speaker Dr. Sean Siebert, who will discuss, “A New Way of
Looking at Business.” Dr. Siebert, who specializes as a community
innovation consultant, will focus on how entrepreneurship should be
viewed as a mindset, not an occupation. 
“Our guest speaker will help this year’s attendees to think more

‘innovatively,’ in an effort to assist their individual companies to
become even better during today’s changing times,” Haviland said.
“Through the activities planned for this entire annual meeting, a goal has
been set to get attendees revved up and moving forward for the benefit
of their individual businesses and overall lives.” 
There will also be reports presented by industry professionals,

focusing on such topics as broom corn, tampico and palmyra fibers;
synthetic filaments; wood, metal and fiberglass handles; mop yarn; wire;
packaging; and a foreign exchange update.
The cost of the meeting is $150 per person, while the room rate at the

Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel is $119 per night for reservations
made by Oct. 25, 2017. Hotel reservations can be made by phone at 1-
314-429-1100. Attendees making hotel reservations at the Renaissance
are asked to mention that they will be attending the National Broom,
Mop & Brush Meeting. The Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel is
located at 9804 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO 63134. 

For more information, contact co-chairs:
Jan Haviland at jhaviland@havilandcorp.com 

or Tim Morgan at tim@vonco.com.
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By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Advancing automation through innovation remains a critical
component to success for those companies that design and
manufacture machinery used in the production of various types of
brushes, mops, brooms and related products.

        Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently inter-viewed several
representatives of equipment manufacturers to learn about new
developments at their companies. These officials also discussed how they
are helping customers become more productive within the regional,
national and global marketplace

One year after the launch of several new machines during the 2016
InterBrush trade fair, which is held every four years in Freiburg,
Germany, officials at The Boucherie Borghi Group have placed
a heavy focus in 2017 on new technology introductions,

highlighting different business sectors. 
“Rather than releasing new machines for this year, we have been

consolidating our solutions for household, oral care and technical brush
manufacturing,” The Boucherie Borghi Group Head of Marketing
Francesco Carullo said. “Besides traditional technologies, we have
established a new division that is dedicated to automation and assembly.”

Positive results from past years have
also led The Boucherie Borghi Group
to hire more people and expand
manufacturing facilities. 

“For example, in Italy, we are adding
to our machine assembly shop. Extra
space has been obtained with new
construction and the optimization of
existing areas,” Carullo said. “Due to a
new warehouse vertical automatic
storage system, which replaces
traditional shelves, we have fewer square
meters occupied by storage, and more
space available to build new machines.”

In the United States, he added, additional staff members have also been
hired for the benefit of The Boucherie Borghi Group, while U.S. office
renovations have taken place as well. 

Carullo discussed how the relationship between Boucherie and Borghi
has progressed since the Group’s formation three years ago. 

“In the beginning, integration was extremely quick and spontaneous
as it pertained to sales and marketing. The different and
counterbalancing approaches to the market of the two companies
simplified the reorganization. Boucherie was used to large accounts
and big projects, while Borghi was used to working with smaller
companies and a higher number of negotiations. Finding the right role
for everyone was pretty straightforward,” Carullo said. “Integration of

the technical and manufacturing areas required more time, but today
we are able to see the first results, such as with the OVALE machine,
used for household brush manufacturing. It combines both Boucherie
and Borghi technologies.”

Anchorless toothbrush machinery is another area of great importance
for The Boucherie Borghi Group. According to Carullo, 17 years after the
introduction of AFT technology, which led to the first commercially
available anchorless toothbrush machine by Boucherie, a lot of
experience has been gained for this specialized field. 

“Our new PTt technology provides a lot of recently developed options
for toothbrush designers. This includes options that were not possible
with AFT technology,” he said. “And, with the addition of our V-Air
machinery to this range, The Boucherie Borghi Group now provides more
solutions in anchorless toothbrush manufacturing. This includes different
levels of automation and a wider range of designs.”

He added that overall business for The Boucherie Borghi Group
remains strong. 

“We are achieving good results in all areas of business, from machinery
used to produce toothbrushes to broom and brush making equipment. Our
mold and assembly divisions are also strong,” he said. “The Boucherie
Borghi Group enjoys a wide global presence. Positive trends remain in
most of the countries where we conduct business.”

Carullo also spoke of the continual need for customers to seek greater
machinery automation. He said that many brush manufacturers, for
example, realize that not only does implementing more automation lead
to lower labor costs, but it also ensures higher manufacturing efficiencies,
leaner manufacturing processes and simplified work tasks. 

“Greater automation is not only taking place
among those customers located in developed
countries — as it’s essential for them to remain
competitive with emerging economies — but also
with major players located in Asia, Latin
America and other regions,” he said. “It helps that we
focus on providing strong customer service. This includes local staff
members who are located in all of the major markets, and who speak the
language. Our people visit customers on a regular basis, and have the
capabilities to quickly deliver spare parts from local facilities.
Troubleshooting capabilities are also available.

“We stay close to our customers, and they know they can count on us.”
Contact: Bodam International Ltd., 903 Cirelli Court, 
Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA.  •  Phone: 410-272-9797 

E-mail: bodam@bodam.com.  •  Website: www.bodam.com.
-------------

Boucherie USA, Inc., 8748 Gleason Road,
Knoxville, TN 37923 USA.  •  Phone: 865-247-6091.

E-mail: john@boucherie.com.  •  Website: www.boucherie.com.

Francesco Carullo





Wöhler Brush Tech continues to provide customers with a wide
range of equipment designed for industrial brush production.
Today’s development of these machines is based on years of
expertise, and the company remains adaptable to

specificustomer demands due to its machinery’s modularity capabilities,
according toWöhler Managing Director Matthais Peveling.
“Furthermore, Wöhler offers full customer service capabilities from the

very start, beginning with the consultative process,” he said. “The
requirements of each customer are carefully reviewed, allowing maximum
consideration of demands when designing and developing new machinery.
This helps guarantee the highest possible benefit for each customer.”
Peveling added that even the most extraordinary customer requests can

be effectively realized.
“The remarkable modularity of our

machines allows customized develop-
ments to be brought into the production
process. Our customers greatly
appreciate these possibilities,” he said.
“The end of every project can result in an
individual machine that is tailored to a
specific customer’s requirements.”
Peveling called 2017 a successful year

thus far for Wöhler Brush Tech, referring
to the company’s strong global
machinery sales and further develop-
ments in producing various types of
brushmaking equipment. He added that a

number of new Wöhler innovations are in development and will be
introduced in the near future.
“The world keeps changing. Optimizations in

automation technology are made daily, and this
certainly applies to brushmaking. Those who
want to stay competitive tomorrow have to set
the right course today. This involves the
development and use of sophisticated and
durable machines,” he said. “As a machine builder for the brush
industry, Wöhler Brush Tech strives to help customers sustain their
competitiveness and optimally serve selected niche markets. This is made
possible through our innovative equipment that features optimized
automation.
“A sustained trend in the brush industry

involves its unique selling proposition. Our
customers are all looking for individual brush
products to generate this trend, as this will
provide a significant competitive edge for them
in the future. Therefore, Wöhler will continue to work closely with
its customers, helping to fulfill their demands and requirements so they
can ensure future sustainability.”
Peveling sees a bright future ahead overall for the global brush

marketplace, as the need for all types of brushes continues to grow in
many industries. 
“Brushes are incredibly versatile products,

without which many applications would simply
not exist. This will continue in the future. There
remains an enormous amount of potential for
those who make brushes,” he said. “Like every other
successful global player, Wöhler Brush Tech will further pursue the
optimization of processes. Key terms such as ‘digitalization’ and
‘Industry 4.0’ are often used today. These can be great obstacles for some
companies, whereas at Wöhler, we see such changes as ways to better
enhance our company’s processes and support customers with even
higher levels of service.”

Contact: Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH, Schützenstraße 38,
33181 Bad Wünnenberg, Germany.  •  Phone: +49 29 53 73 300.

Email: bt@woehler.com.  •  Website: http://bt.woehler.com. 

Bizzotto Giovanni Automation officials continue to invest in different
resources to further expand the company’s production facility, located
in the Italian municipality of San Giorgio in Bosco. At the same
time, the brush machinery producer has increased production and

engineering staff to ensure customers continue to receive quick and efficient
service pertaining to technical assistance, advice and supply.
“We also focus heavily on our website, which shows all of Bizzotto’s

capabilities and potential in the automation sector,” Bizzotto General
Manager Marco Bizzotto said. “We are excited about the company’s
future, especially when it comes to new products and building solid
customer relationships. This year (2017) has been very busy for our
company. We continue to invest in sophisticated automation, and receive
requests from all over the world for both simple and more complex and
automated machinery.
“Following the path marked by its founder, Giovanni Bizzotto, a person

with a passion for mechanical equipment,
and putting to good use the experience
achieved after many years of hard work,
Bizzotto Giovanni Automation has
evolved in the mechanical and industrial
sectors.” 
Due to technological research and the

development of sophisticated auto-
mation systems, the company has
widened its horizons, presenting itself
as a supplier of totally customized
machinery for different industrial
sectors. Marco Bizzotto said the
company has also focused on offering
a complete partnership with customers
that expresses itself in the capacity to understand needs and provide
“made-to-measure” solutions.
Established in 1957, Bizzotto Giovanni Automation specializes in

providing machinery in three main areas. They are:
n Handle Machinery Sector — Sanders, chucking machinery (i.e.

doming, tapering, tenoning, threading, end boring, cross boring, etc.),
painting machinery (lacquering), labeling systems, and packing
machinery for the production of wooden handles.
Complete machinery lines are also available for the production of

metal handles, starting from flat steel or aluminum band coil and
including painting lines; machines for assembling various plastic inserts
(i.e. hanger tips, thread inserts, mop inserts, tapered inserts, etc.);
boring, deforming and cutting machinery; labeling systems; and
machines for packaging with the use of different systems, including
those that are robotized;

nWoodworking Machinery Sector — Profiling and shaping machines;
boring and tapping machines; and sanders for the production of broom
and brush blocks, paintbrush handles and similar items; and,

n Industrial Automation Sector — Customized machinery for the
preparation, positioning and assembly of particular products and
accessories for the cleaning industry (i.e. mops, floor scrubbers, detergent
dispensers, velvet lint and adhesive lint brushes for cleaning clothes,
toothbrushes/accessories, etc.); and machinery for the automotive and
kitchen appliance industries.
“Our commitment remains the same, which is to provide revolutionary

and profitable technical solutions for customers. Confidential agreements
that we make with our customers, when developing new and personalized
projects, do not allow us to promote our innovations and machinery as we
normally would, but we are very proud of the results we have achieved.
These results help us remain a reliable partner with customers,” Marco
Bizzotto said. 
He added that a sometimes slow world economy has not had a strong

negative influence on Bizzotto. He feels this is due to the company’s
ongoing commitment to understand customers’ needs and provide state-
of-the-art solutions. 

Matthais Peveling

Marco Bizzotto
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“We are aware that our customers’ successes
keep us successful as well,” Marco Bizzotto
said. “Most of our customers — as broom, brush
and/or mop manufacturers — choose to period-
ically develop new products and models. They
invest in innovation as it’s the only way to avoid
becoming involved in a war of falling prices
among competitors. Those companies that
produce innovative products are often more
profitable.” 
Continuous evolution of these products pushes many companies to

search for flexible technologies and, at the same time, the lowest
investment and management costs. 
“All of this requires the use of technologically-advanced production

and, therefore, machinery with high flexibility in order to continually
adapt to new requirements,” Marco Bizzotto said. “This is a challenge for
an existing development process that, thanks to globalization, has tried to
design and make products with the idea of producing in large numbers.
“We believe the most important thing we offer is a complete

partnership with customers. This expresses itself in our capacity to
understand their specific needs, and provide customers with ‘made-to-
measure’ solutions.”
According to Marco Bizzotto, his company does not simply build

machinery. Instead, its staff — with competencies that range from design
to engineering — supports each customer in the evaluation of possible
ergonomic and technical improvements, for which a specific machine and
automation must be created. 
“Once final specifications for an item are identified, our team of designers

and electronic experts set the most suitable technical solutions in place to
apply to the machinery. A sophisticated computer network allows for strict
cooperation between our different departments. This guarantees a constant
updating capability for any phase of the project, and the application of the
most innovative and reliable technologies,” Marco Bizzotto said. “Only then
will each component be produced with great care, while the final assembly
of the parts and testing also takes place. Finally, a team of qualified
technicians attends to the installation and start-up of our machinery. We can
provide this service anywhere in the world.”
Focusing on the slogan, “The solution is … automation,” Marco

Bizzotto added it’s the company’s stance that automation should be
applied, as much as possible, in all production processes. 
“We are currently developing some fully automatic production lines;

however, most of our machines are custom-made, and most of our
projects must be kept confidential,” Marco Bizzotto said. “This is an
aspect of how we do business, and it’s appreciated by our customers.”
He added that a continual push toward automation is important as it

helps reduce production costs. It not only lowers manual labor
requirements but optimizes productivity — assuring a high and consistent
standard of quality.
“Advancement in automation, through the use

of the most suitable and up-to-date technical
solutions, also helps to successfully achieve
product reliability, simplicity of use and econ-
omy of cost,” Marco Bizzotto said. 
Overall, he added, Bizzotto has carved out a niche within the machinery

marketplace by providing customized and flexible equipment, while also
supporting customers during every step of the production process. 
“Each solution that we propose is dedicated to a specific item or items that a

customer needs to produce. It’s with the passion of an ‘artisan’ that our state-of-
the-art solutions are highly appreciated in many places of the world,” he added.
Looking ahead, Bizzotto officials will work to further improve the

company’s production processes, according to Marco Bizzotto. It’s also
important that these same officials keep a watchful eye on costs and other
business-related challenges.
“Achievement of this requires a commitment that we are able to

accomplish as a company thanks to our experience and dedication,” he

added. “Bizzotto’s future centers around the building of greater custom
automation systems for all areas of assembly and packaging, as the future
of broom, brush and mop production remains contingent on developing
new products and models.” 

Contact: Bizzotto Giovanni Automation Srl, 
Via M.Buonarroti, 67 Paviola di S. Giorgio in Bosco (PD).

Phone: +39 049 9451067; Fax +39 049 9451068.
Email: info@bizzottoautomation.com.
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com.

A dvanced automation, product quality and customer service
continue to be the main driving factors for customers purchasing
mop making equipment from FIBRATEXSA, a machinery
manufacturer located in Honduras. 

“Seeking vertical markets and specialized sectors through the use of
technological innovations is very important for healthy companies. This
is why those businesses that still thrive in the mop industry continue to
innovate and buy state-of-the-art equipment,” FIBRATEXSA Managing
Director Robert Handal said.
The company’s mop making equipment includes sewing stations and

automatic cutters. Its existence was “born out of necessity” years ago,
Handal added, to help FIBRATEXSA’s sister Honduran company,
HIMESA, which is a producer of mop yarns, mops and related products. 
“The majority of HIMESA customers, who purchase mop yarn and

mops, also buy machinery from FIBRATEXSA,” Handal said. “This
enables our group to offer a complete solution to mop manufacturers that
includes mop yarn, mop tape, plastic components and machinery.
“Our experience in the mop industry helps FIBRATEXSA offer

machinery that has been proven in real-life factory environments. This
machinery is, ‘beefed up, heavy-duty and built to last.’”
A continued focus on advancements in automation is important for

both FIBRATEXSA, and the company’s customers, according to Handal. 
“Advanced automation provides more pro-

ductivity, less focus on labor, and more
precision in quality and manufacturing spec-
ifications. There is no downside,” he said. 
Therefore, continued innovation remains essential at FIBRATEXSA.

For example, the company now offers its computerized wire forming and
bending machine known as the FIBRATEXSA WB1. It features 2D and
3D capabilities. This allows for the availability of intricate designs.
“This is important for the mop industry when utilizing wire in the

production process of dust mop frames, lay flat-style mops, mop holders
and more,” Handal said. 
One of the challenges Handal reported for his company regards

“copycat” mop making machinery currently on the market. These
machines, he said, are lower in price, but are made with low-grade parts.
“I feel those companies that purchase these cheaper machines will end

up paying for their mistakes. You can’t substitute quality,” Handal added. 
Despite everyday challenges, FIBRATEXSA representatives stress the

need for their company to continue providing quality mop making
equipment and service. 
“Service is of the upmost importance. When an issue arises, we are

prepared with video technology and remote diagnostics. This directly
involves technical personnel at a customer’s facility, allowing us to help
solve issues without an expensive visit,” Handal said. 
As far as the future of FIBRATEXSA is concerned, Handal explained

that company representatives remain busy with new machinery designs
and joint ventures. 
“Sales are strong, and we have a lot of good things ‘cooking’ right

now,” he said. “I also want to thank all of our customers for their
continued support.”

Contact: FIBRATEXSA Machines, Division of 
HIMESA Honduras. Phone: ++504-2558-8141.

Websites: www.fibratexsa.com;
www.himesa.com.
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Household Brush Manufacturing 
OVALE 

When it comes to big volumes and high automation, the OVALE is the highest-output carrousel machine for the production of household brushes.
The OVALE is a truly revolutionary machine in so many aspects. This includes: no index time on many brush models and high tufting speeds of up
to 1,200 tufts per minute for higher output; a very quick and easy to load handle feeding conveyor with orientation feature and automatic positioning
available; electronic trimming controlled by means of servomotors; and excellent accessibility for change-over and maintenance. The operator
workspace is kept compact, with a well thought-out layout, which adds to the overall efficiency and safety of the machine. 

The Boucherie Borghi Group offers technology for every brush maker, in any part of the world, for all kinds of projects and for all budgets. We
provide brush manufacturers with the right solutions for their needs, helping to steady growth, and offering safe investments and reliable support.
Meeting customers’ requests is a beginning, giving more to them is our promise for the future.

After the launch of several new machines at Interbrush 2016, this year the Boucherie Borghi Group has been totally focusing on the market
introduction of new technologies for all of the various brush manufacturing segments.  

STAR R32
A little step down in automation, a big jump forward in

versatility: the STAR R32 is a five-axis carousel machine with
three working stations, manual loading/offloading of the brush
backs, a double drilling station and a double filling station. 
The STAR R32 can produce a very wide range of

household brush models, and has ergonomically-designed
guards to ensure the maximum ease of work and safety for
the operator. Moreover, STAR R32 ensures versatility,
offering a three-channel fiber stock box for the production
of brushes with filaments of three different colors.  

OVALE: CNC-controlled trimming unit to
improve versatility. 

OVALE – The highest output thanks to the revolutionary NO INDEX TIME.

BOUCHERIE
BORGHI GROUP



Personal Care Brushes 
AMR Facial - NEW! 

Facial brushes are gaining popularity very
quickly, and are now a substantial part of the
market of the personal brush segment. The
AMR-facial is a high speed, spool-fed
tufting machine for anchorless face
cleaning brushes. The spool-fed filling
tools, which allow the use of very small
diameter filaments, tuft the fine material
directly into the head plate of the brush,
eliminating issues related to handling and
picking of fine filaments. 
After tufting, the filaments are melted

together, and the head plates can subsequently
be assembled with the rest of the brush or
over-molded. The AMR-facial is available as a
manually-loaded machine to make the tufted
head plates only, or with all possible
automation, including assembly of the brush,
to reduce operator labor. 

SMART V2 
Vertical tufting machines are the best compromise between productivity,

ease-of-use and maintenance  and  versatility.  The SMART  V2 is  part  of  a
family  of  double-head,  vertical drilling  and  filling  machines,  driven  by  four
or  five  axes  of  movement and  running  in  a continuous  work-cycle.  
The  SMART  V2  is  ideal  for  the  production  of  flat  brushes,  brooms and

round-head toilet brushes, at a reduced investment cost.  

IDM 
The IDM machine is a

compact, high-output machine
for the production of small
twisted-in-wire brushes, such
as mascara brushes. There
are variants available with
spool feed as well as with puck
feed of the bristles. 

TB3-A/100 Personal Care 
The  TB3-A/CNC  can  be  equipped  as  a  stand-alone  tufting

machine for  the  production  of personal care brushes (hair dye
brushes, eyebrow brushes, face brushes, etc.). 
All kinds of filaments can be tufted at high speed and with

excellent consistency of the tufting. Different options and
accessories are available for special brush design, such as CNC-
controlled anchor insertion angle or CNC-controlled picker eye.
Brush  handles  can  be  fed  into  the  machine  from  an

infeed conveyor. This is especially helpful for those handles that
come in difficult shapes or with lots of TPE. This eliminates
friction, providing reliable running and cleaner products. 

The SMART V2 is equipped with a double-clamping 
system for higher productivity. 

Above are examples of 
face-cleaning brushes 
made on the AMR.

The TB3-A/100 stand-alone tufting machine (also shown below)
is designed for making personal care brushes.

IDM: The high-output
mascara brush manufacturing

machine. 
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PTt Technology 
PTt  technology  is  the  new  way  for  anchorless  toothbrush production,

offering extremely  important  benefits  in  terms  of  manufacturing
process,  design  and quality. The new technology simplifies the
manufacturing process, allowing the use of conventional standard
toothbrush handles with precored holes. This means only one  mold,  and

only  one handle  component
to  process. There is no
welding, no clicking and no
assembly required. The output
can reach  up to 48 brushes
per minute. 
Furthermore, PTt enables

entirely new toothbrush de-
signs, thanks to the very
narrow space between the
tufts  and  the edge  of the head.
This allows for the possibility
to  use  TPE  (rubber) cleaning

elements and a wide range of handle materials, including transparent
materials. 
The  product  quality  advantages  are  convincing. This includes:

excellent and consistent tuft retention; no voids in the head; and all
bristles of the same type are end-rounded in the same condition, so that
all bristle tips will  later show an identical  end-rounding quality. This
is true no matter where they are inserted in the brush. The PTt
technology won the Innovation Award at the 58th FEIBP Congress, in
Edinburgh, Scotland. 
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Technical & Industrial Brushes 
GIOTTO 

The newly designed GIOTTO is meant for high volume production of
disc brushes, featuring continuous operations along its three stations. The
first station allows the operator to load the virgin discs while the machine
is drilling and filling them in the other two positions. Every time the
drilling/filling operation is completed, the machine indexes, bringing the

brush automatically to the next station. 
When the working cycle is

completed, the disc brush returns to the
first station, where a CNC-controlled
trimmer takes action, accurately finish-
ing the brush. It’s now ready to be off-
loaded by the operator and replaced
with a new virgin block.
GIOTTO is available with a standard

mechanical filling head or e-STROKE
technology, Borghi’s patented electronic
filling head. GIOTTO can also be
equipped with an automatic fiber
feeding system to ease the operator’s
workload. 

Oral Care
Hepta 

The Hepta is an economical, high-speed tufting machine for
toothbrushes. The filling tool is completely new and redesigned with an
absolute minimum of parts, and as good as no adjustments, so that
maintenance is minimized and setup is quick. All movements are controlled

GIOTTO: For high volume disc brush production.

An example of a toothbrush with
transparent handle, made from PTt

technology.

Hepta is well received by toothbrush manufacturers 
from around the world. 

Shown is the GIOTTO
automatic fiber loading system.

by means of servomotors. The touch-screen interface is easy to use with
clear messages, and the controller can hold plenty of different programs. 
As a standard, the machine is equipped with a triple fiber-box, so that

brushes with three different types of filaments can be made. The Hepta
is available as a manually-loaded machine, or with a simple automatic
handle feeder to reduce labor around the machine.



Twisting Machines
U TWIST 

The U TWIST is the ultimate solution for the production of twisted
brushes with loop end or closed end. The machine consists of two
working stations: one station carries out the first twisting, while the other
one does the final twisting and finishing of the brush. Working
simultaneously on two brushes at the same time, the two stations ensure
a tremendous output of finished brushes. 

Mop Machines 
OCTOPUS 

OCTOPUS is a family of easy-to-operate machines for manufacturing
mops of various sizes and shapes. OCTOPUS machines can process
cotton yarns, spun-lace and non-woven material spools, and use them to
assemble mops with plastic or metal sockets and staples. OCTOPUS is
available in various versions with different levels of automation — from
economical manually-fed machines up to high-output, fully-automatic
machines (2,000 mops/hour).  

You can count on the Boucherie Borghi Group’s expertise, experience
and dedication to fulfil your machinery requirements, as well as post-sales
customer service and support.   
With so many innovative product offerings available, now is the time to

invest into updating old, outdated equipment for your brush manufacturing
needs with cutting-edge technology from the Boucherie Borghi Group.  

Trimmers 
The new SHARP BLD is the ultimate solution for finishing virtually

any type of brush, such as tank brushes, fender brushes, toilet brushes and
other speciality brushes. 
It has two clamping stations, so the operator can load and unload

brushes in one position, while at the second position the trimming and
flagging units are working on the previously loaded brush. The tools are
CNC controlled, ensuring the maximum flexibility and the possibility to
program various curved brush profiles.  

Pictured is a closed-end brush made on the U TWIST.

Shown is a cotton mop made on the OCTOPUS 2.

Shown above are various special brushes trimmed and flagged 
on the SHARP BLD.

For brush manufacturers in the USA and Canada, contact: 
For oral care product manufacturers and injection molds:

Boucherie USA, Inc.,
8748 Gleason Road,  Knoxville, TN 37923 USA.  

Phone: 865-247-6091.
Email: sales@boucherie.com.

For household, technical and industrial 
brush manufacturers:

Bodam International Ltd.,
903 Cirelli Court, Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA. 

Phone: 410-272-9797.
Email: info@borghiusa.com.

Websites: www.bodam.com  •  www.boucherieborghigroup.com
www.boucherie.com  •  www.borghi.com.
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More than a century ago, Anton Zahoransky marked the start
of a new era in brush production when he developed the
first drilling and tufting machine for brushes. The company

has grown into an international business, offering complete
solutions in the field of machine building and automation
technology. It now has four divisions: Mold Making, Systems
Technology, Packaging Machines, and Brush Machines. With
approximately 730 employees, the company has operations in 10
locations. They can be found in Germany, Brazil, Spain, China,
Japan, India and the USA.
Products Include:
• Machinery and equipment for the production of household,

technical, cosmetic, medical, health and oral care brushes;
• Packaging machines;
• Injection molds;
• System technology containing injection molds and automation

solutions for the consumer goods industry and personal care, as
well as hybrid components in the fields of automotive, electronic,
medical engineering and pharmacy;
• Injection molds and automation solutions for the packaging

industry;
• The automation of packaging machines; and, 
• Worldwide consulting and service, supporting customers with

product design, process development and project planning.

With Z.SWAN, Now You Can Also Produce Polishing
Brushes For Jewels, Jewelry And The Dental Sector

The Z.SWAN from Zahoransky is one of the leading machines
for the production of cosmetic brushes. This fully automatized,
high-performance machine is suited for the manufacturing of flat
and round hair, hand-washing and polishing brushes.
What’s New:
• Polishing brushes for jewels and jewelry;
• Polishing brushes for dental technology;
• Rubberized hair brushes in cassettes; and,
• Hair brushes with inclination of the filament in length and 
width possible.

Options:
• Melting device;
• Monofilament; and,
• Double-sided hand-washing brush.

Z.SWAN New Generation At A Glance:
• Automatic handle feeder by conveyor belt;
• 3 station carousel/35mm tufting tool stroke;
• 5 axes operation/1 drilling and 1 tufting tool;
• Automatic handle transfer by robot; and,
• Attached trimming machine.

SPECIAL FOCUS MACHINERY 2017

ZAHORANSKY
GERMAN ENGINEERING 
WITH PASSION & PERFECTION

ADVERTORIAL
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Black Forest Originals

zahoransky.com

Passion and Perfection in Molds, Machinery and Automation.
Black Forest Quality by ZAHORANSKY



   Ideas Make The Difference
Of course, a good idea isn’t always easy

to implement. It often needs to be
researched, worked through, developed
and refined. Custom-tailored R&D
service at Zahoransky does just that: from
idea to finished product.
We support our customers in

developing products and applications,
procedures and methods. The in-house
competence offered by our experts starts
with design and feasibility studies, and
extends to prototyping and producing
samples for market research as well as
optimizing products and processes.
Production tests on specialized machinery
follow — all supported by the most up-to-
date measurement technology available. 
During toothbrush development, we

focus on improving the topography of the
handle design, the rounding and/or the
tufting. We also work with our customers

to develop new or changed blister packaging designs, including
samples. We use our experience as well in designing mascara
brushes, developing pilot tools and completing feasibility studies
for specialist brushes in industrial applications.
We would be happy to inform you about how you can benefit

from our knowledge and expertise.

CONTACT:
ZAHORANSKY AG Anton-Zahoransky Strasse 1, 

Todtnau-Geschwend 79674 GERMANY.
Phone: +49 7671-997-0;
Fax: +49 7671-997-299.

E-Mail: info@zahoransky.com.
Website: www.zahoransky.com

For the USA:
ZAHORANSKY USA, INC.,
1601 Atlantic Drive, Suite 133,
West Chicago, IL 60185 USA.

Tel.: +1 630 507-9872;
Fax: +1 331 240-2970.

E-Mail: steve.bellocchio@zahoransky.com,
Website: www.zahoransky.com.
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The Tiger Is Flexing Its Jaws
Overview Of Highlights:
• Material savings in manufacturing end products;
• Brushes with up to 40°-bundle position possible;
• Highest tufting speeds of up to 600 UpM;
• Additional unit to increase product variety; and,
• Optionally available and upgradeable.
A new version of the Z.TIGER recently became available on the

market. It provides a new filling tool for anchor filaments using
servo-controlled tool jaws. This allows for significant material
savings during production of the final products. The anchor plates
are fed continuously, even at high bundle positions and high
tufting speeds. In addition, handle thicknesses of less than six
millimeters can now be tufted. This makes it especially well suited
for a large number of household and cosmetic products.
The Z.TIGER is the universal, fully automated, five-axis

drilling and tufting machine for producing household products,
such as toilet or dish washing brushes and hand brushes or street
sweepers. It offers a modern and efficient concept, with the
versatility needed to react precisely to customer requirements.
The new technical development increases the diversity of

products that can be produced on the Z.TIGER. The moveable,
servo-controlled tool jaws are an optional feature available with
new machines. Machines that have already been delivered can be
upgraded as needed.



SPECIAL FOCUS MACHINERY 2017

WÖHLER BRUSH TECH

Whatever the product line — strip brushes, roll brushes,
street sweeper brushes, power brushes or filaments —
one particular brand is always up front for every player

in the global brush industry: Wöhler Brush Tech, with its
world of brushmaking machines. Wöhler continues to provide
the latest innovations in brushmaking automation.
Wöhler offers the customer a great range of machines for

industrial brush production. These are machines based on years
of expertise, and are perfectly adaptable to specific customer
demands thanks to their modularity.

Furthermore, Wöhler offers full service from the very start,
beginning with consulting. Customer requirements are
carefully reviewed, allowing maximum consideration of
demands on designing and developing new machines, and
guaranteeing the highest possible benefit to the customer.
Even the most exceptional customer requests can be

effectively realized: The remarkable modularity of the
machines allows customized developments to be brought into
the production process. Brushmakers greatly appreciate these
possibilities, with the end product of every project being an
individual machine, tailored to customer requirements.
Wöhler is having a successful 2017 thus far, in regards to

global sales and further development in all areas of
brushmaking machinery. Furthermore, a number of completely
new innovations are currently in development.
A sustained trend in today’s brush industry involves its

unique selling proposition. Brushmakers are all looking for
individual brush products to generate this feature, and this will
remain a significant competitive edge in the future. This is why
Wöhler works so closely with customers, to optimally fulfill
demands, requirements and ensure them future sustainability.
This type of customer service is of great importance to

Wöhler, which is why it is constantly working on
improvements to further ensure customers the best expert
support — quickly and comprehensively.
The world keeps changing. Optimizations in automation

NO ALTERNATIVE TO WÖHLER FOR 
INNOVATIVE AND FUTURE-PROOF MACHINERY

With the PCD 1100 poly filament cutting and bundling machine, Wöhler
presents the successor model of the PCD 1000. Some new functions and
further optimization make the production of plastic filament bundles with

material lengths of 125 - 700 mm even more efficient and easier.

ADVERTORIAL
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technology are made daily, and this applies to
brushmaking, too. Anyone who wants to stay
competitive in the future, has to set the right course
today, and this means optimizing automation with
sophisticated and durable machines.
Wöhler sees its role as machine builder for the

brush industry, helping customers to sustain
competitiveness, and the ability to optimally serve
selected niche markets, thanks to innovative
machines and optimized automation.
Brushes are incredibly versatile products,

without which many applications would simply
not be possible, and are set to remain so in the
future. There is still an enormous amount of
potential to be found in brushes.

CONTACT:
Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH, Schützenstraße 38,

33181 Bad Wünnenberg, Germany
Phone: +49 29 53 73 300
Email: bt@woehler.com

Website: www.woehlerbrushtech.com

The flagship, among strip brush machines, is the Wöhler SBM 92. The SBM Basic is the beginner version.
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Wöhler impresses with the MTI 960 and the TIM 4 in the production of miniature and
small twisted-in-wire brushes.





For more than 30 years, Unimac has developed high
performance machines for the Power Brush Manufacturing
Industry and for the production of metal handles.  In 2017,

Unimac presented new solutions focusing mainly in two
directions: First, Unimac looked to provide new technologies for
highly productive machines for all types of power brushes in order
to implement additional versatility and performance.  Secondly,
Unimac focused on the market where the production batches are
smaller and the main goal is short-run, fast re-tooling and flexible
machinery.  
Some of the latest advances in technology offered by Unimac

are as follows:
1. Laser Printing — Laser marking from Unimac machines

makes it possible to perform an engraved marking, complete with
engraved logo, on every product (broom handle, power brush,
etc.).  Furthermore, it is possible to write batch numbers or
sequential serial numbers using this technology. The classic
marking is replaced by a marking that allows a full graphic,
quality print on a flat or 3D surface. The laser system is
compatible with many CAD systems on the market.

2. Evolution in the “Press and Trim” family of Unimac
machines for single-segment power brushes — As part of the
evolution of the single-head press and trim system for heavy-
duty power brushes, the hydraulic press has been upgraded to
up to 50 tons, and the trimming station has been equipped with
an innovative system to give the single sector power brush a
high quality work surface and a reduced cycle-time, hence
increasing production.

3. Unimac machine model, the WAVE F — The newest
Unimac model, the “WAVE F” machine, completes the crimped-
wire power brush machine manufacturing range. This machine,
without the help of an operator except for the loading and
unloading options, constructs and assembles crimped-wire wheel
brushes with a minimum ID of 1 & ¼”. 

4. Unimac introduces its heavy-duty strip brush manu-
facturing machine — New for 2018, Unimac will introduce its
automatic machine for the continuous production of double-band
strip brushes, with an automatic (or manual) loading of metal fibers.
In the manual operation of fiber loading, the machine is also
compatible with natural and synthetic fiber. The machine is equipped
with an automatic trimming station for the various fibers, and a
cutting station for the finished, straight strip brushes.

Unimac is a machinery and technology manufacturer that
continues to grow and supply the brush industry with innovative
power brushes, metal handle production solutions and custom one-
off machines for the special needs of customers.  

Contact:
UNIMAC s.r.l., 

Paolo Malavasi (sales department),
Via C. Colombo, 22,

41013 Castelfranco Emilia (MO) Italy.
Telephone: +39 059 93 26 64.

Fax: +39 059 93 26 33; E-mail: paolo@unimac.it.
Website: www.unimac.it; Skype: paolo.unimac.

For machinery sales in the USA and Canada, contact:
Bodam International Ltd., 

903 Cirelli Court, 
Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA. 

Phone: 410-272-9797; Fax: 410-272-0799. 
E-mail: bodam@bodam.com.
Website: www.bodam.com.

SPECIAL FOCUS MACHINERY 2017

UNIMAC
ADVERTORIAL

OFFERS EVEN MORE INNOVATIONS 
FOR 2017 AND 2018
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BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI 
AUTOMATION
The story ofBizzotto began in 1957,when the

founder, Giovanni Bizzotto, turned his
garage into a small artisan shop dedicated to

the construction of small manual wooden brush
making machines for local clients. Thanks to his
passion for mechanical equipment, innovative
machines and revolutionary technical solutions
permitted improved quality and an increase in
production of the articles for which the
machinery was designed to produce.
Today, due to constant technological research

and development, and putting to good use the
precious experience achieved after many years
of hard work, Bizzotto has evolved to become
one of the most original realities in the
mechanical, industrial sector.  
After half a century of dedication, passion and

care for the manufacturing industry, Bizzotto
continues to provide revolutionary and profitable
technical solutions to customers all over theworld.
Understanding Customers’ Specific Needs

And Providing State-Of-The-Art Solutions—
This is Bizzotto’s philosophy, a family-owned
company that has widened its horizons by
presenting itself as a supplier of totally customized
machinery for different industrial sectors. It has
focused on quality with a complete partnership
with the customer, which expresses itself in the
capacity to understand the needs of customers and
provide themwith “made-to-measure” solutions.

Experience In The Sector, Complete
Advice And State-Of-The-Art
Solutions. Is This What You Are

Looking For?
Precise teamwork is what the Bizzotto

Company puts into the field to support
customers in every step of the production
process and to implement truly customized
solutions. This support includes:
The Solution Area —A complete staff, with

specific competencies that range from design to
engineering, supports the customer in the
evaluation of possible product ergonomic and
technical improvements for which machinery
and specific automation is to be created. This
consultation can be very useful since it is based
on the rich experience learned by the company.
The Engineering Area — Once the final
specifications of the item to be produced or to be
assembled are identified, the team of designers

and electronic experts apply the most suitable
technical solutions and automations for
machinery. A strict cooperation between the
different departments guarantees a constant
updating in any phase of the project and the
application of the most innovative and reliable
technologies.

Manufacturing — Each component of the
machine is producedwith great care, both within
the in-house specialized departments and with
the cooperation of reliable partners.After careful
and accurate controls, the final assembly of the
parts and the testing take place.

All of this is carried out in total observance
of safety standards that are in force, with
particular care taken to simplicity of use and of
maintenance. Finally, a team of highly qualified
technicians attend to the installation and start-
up of the machinery and any automation that is
needed. This is done all over the world.

Assistance: The availability of a technical
staff for maintenance and service of machinery
and automation in every part of the world is
immediate. Location and solution of the
problems, and any possible upgrade of the
machinery, can be carried out in real time.
SpareParts Service:Aspare partswarehouse

is provided with a computerized system for the
recording and the control of the availability of
any spare part. This assures prompt retrieval and
timely shipping to the customer.

Bizzotto Is Specialized 
In Three Main Sectors 

Handle Machinery Sector: Sanders,
chucking machinery (i.e. doming, tapering,
tenoning, threading, end boring, cross boring,
etc.); painting machinery (lacquering); labeling
systems; and packing machinery for the
production of wooden handles.
Completemachinery lines for the production of

metal handles, starting from the flat steel or
aluminum band coil, including painting lines,
machines for assembling thevariousplastic inserts
(hanger tips, thread inserts, mop inserts, tapered
inserts,etc.),boring,deforming andcutting,aswell
as labeling systems and machines for packaging
with the use of different systems, even robotized.
Woodworking Machinery Sector: Profiling

and shaping machines; boring and tapping
machines; and sanders for the production of
broom and brush blocks, paintbrush handles
and similar items.
Industrial Automation Sector: Customized

machinery for the preparation, positioning and
assembly of particular products and accessories for
the cleaning industry (mops, floor scrubbers,
detergent dispensers, velvet lint brushes for clothes
cleaning, adhesive lint brushes for clothes
cleaning, toothbrushes/accessories, etc.,) auto -
motive industry and the kitchen appliance industry.

Founder Giovanni Bizzotto (left) 
and his staff in 1957.

Today’s Bizzotto Giovanni Automation team.

The founder, Bizzotto Giovanni (middle) and two
sons, Marco (left) and Mauro.

BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI 
AUTOMATION srl
Via Buonarroti, 67

35010 Paviola di S. Giorgio in Bosco
(Padova) – Italy

Phone: +39 049 9451067
Email: info@bizzottoautomation.com
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com

ADVERTORIAL
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Since its founding in 2008, WOMA Wood
Machinery’s Daniel Koehler has developed
the company as an established partner in the

brush industry. The company started in the
business of reselling second-hand machinery. At
first, founder Koehler acted as a “one-man show.”
Later, he received sales assistance from his wife,
Maria Koehler. WOMA’s team now consists of
15 employees. They are in charge of cleaning,
checking, overhauling, programming and
packaging used equipment that is then shipped all
over the world.
In May 2015, Daniel Koehler founded

WOMAtec Maschinenbau GmbH, which
develops, constructs and manufactures new
machines for the brush industry and
woodworking processes. New controls and
CNC retrofits have been added. These
changes brought about the need for an
additional workshop and office space as the
company outgrew its Stadtlengsfeld, Ger-
many, warehouse.
An extension at the Stadtlengsfeld location

would have required too much time and
manpower. Therefore, Koehler decided to buy
an already completed warehouse. After minor
renovations and alterations, the premises were
ready in just a few weeks. 
On March 1, 2017, WOMA Wood Machinery

and WOMAtec Maschinenbau GmbH officially

moved into a new 1.500 sqm industrial hall,
located in a modern industrial estate in the
district town of Bad Salzungen, Germany.
Approximately 100 machines needed to be
moved, along with tools, racks and other items.
Two trailers were used for one week during the
moving process.
“Our staff is enthusiastic. The relocation has

provided better working conditions for our
employees, despite the fact that some now have
a longer commute to work. We have also added

two additional qualified technicians,” Daniel
Koehler said.
A new fortified yard and parking lots have

also been a benefit for employees, guests and
suppliers. Above all, the large workshop area
offers optimal conditions for such job functions
as turning, milling, polishing, drilling, welding,
as well as the assembly of new machines and
the repair of used ones, according to Koehler. 
The new facility also allows more room for

machine frames and smaller parts to be

Relocation done: Time to celebrate for Daniel and Maria Koehler.
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WOMA
ADVERTORIAL

WOMA MOVES INTO A NEW
WAREHOUSE IN BAD SALZUNGEN
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pretreated and painted. Also, the new sandblasting
system is an ideal addition to the company. Used
machines are now housed in the new facility’s
approximately 1.000-square-meter warehouse.
Customers can easily view these machines. 
In addition, new office space offers a bright

and friendly place for sales, construction and
workshop management. With a view of the
beautiful countryside of Werratal and high-
speed digital, Koehler can now better grow his
company. There is also enough space for an
extension and added capacities at the new
location, which is ideal for future projects.
“Customers consistently challenge us with

their requirements. We are growing with these
tasks,” Daniel Koehler said,. 
WOMA employees are currently working on

six used machine projects, and one complete

overhaul project with a new WOMA computer
control system. Additionally, they are finishing
two new WOMAtec strip brush machines, one
of which features a winder for roller brushes up
to five meters in length. 
Daniel Koehler is particularly proud of his

company’s new machine engineering capabilities.
“Our employees are growing with our company,

and greatly support our ideas and targets,” he said.
“Their experience and engagement have played an
integral part in the development and realization of
our new machine division.” 
WOMA will celebrate its 10th anniversary

next spring. During this time, the new
warehouse is expected to be inaugurated with
additional customers and business partners.

Visit www.woma-brush.com 
for more information. 

Now under one roof: WOMA and WOMAtec.
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MOP YARN & MESH MANUFACTURERS SEE

$$ $$TRONG $ALETRONG $ALE
By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

   Executives from four companies that supply
yarn and knit mesh to the mop industry recently
shared with Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine how
their respective businesses are emphasizing
innovation and forward-thinking to remain
leaders in today’s marketplace.
The executives also provided updates on raw

material prices and availability.

B
usiness at Jones Yarn, a division of Jones Family of Companies,
located in Humboldt, TN, has been good, reported Jones Yarn
Vice President Jeremy Raines. Jones Yarn manufactures

proprietary blended yarns to meet a customer’s application needs when
producing such items as cut end wet mops, looped end wet mops and high
twist dust mops. These proprietary blends can consist of antimicrobial,
rayon, cotton and cellulose/synthetic material.
In 2014, Jones Yarn launched an initiative to realign its job tasks and

responsibilities to improve plant
management and to streamline sales and
customer service. This effort is ongoing.
“We updated our website and have a

larger presence on social media,”
Raines said. “We have received
inquiries from people who have visited
our website, and have gained new
customers as a result. 
“Toward the end of last year and

beginning of this year, we began going
through the ‘Lean’ manufacturing
process, where our employees have
become more involved with what is
happening on the plant floor, as well as the overall company. 
“Lean manufacturing really drives out inefficiencies. It is not a ‘from

the top down’ process. Inefficiencies are actually driven out ‘from the
bottom up.’ This is because our associates are engaged. They are the ones
on the shop floor who are running the equipment. They know what is
going on. This process brings them in and values their input. 
“This has been an amazing and eye-opening experience, where we

have identified areas of inefficiencies and areas that need improvement.
The involvement of our associates has led to a tremendous change and
improvement to our overall culture.”
In its manufacturing processes, Jones Yarn uses such raw materials as

cotton, polyester and rayon. Raines said cotton prices have remained
relatively stable as of late.
“We saw a pretty large increase in cotton raw

material prices toward the end of last year and
the early part of this year,” Raines said. “A lot
of that, I think, was driven from a monetary
issue in India, where they actually pulled some

denominations of their currency out of cir-
culation. This created a shortage of currency in
the marketplace. 
“For farmers in India who were taking their cotton to market and being

paid in cash, that option was no longer available. Instead, they were
getting paid with a check. However, a lot of them didn’t have bank
accounts, so they simply stopped taking their cotton to market. This
created a huge shortage, and forced manufacturers in India to look
elsewhere for raw materials. As a result, a pretty large global demand took
place for cotton, and we saw the price shoot up several points.”
Raines noted that just as things were beginning to look good for an

abundant supply of cotton with prices returning to normal, Hurricane
Harvey struck the Texas and Louisiana coasts. 
“The storm was the strongest to hit the U.S. in a decade. Substantial rain

and devastation has followed. No official numbers have been released, but
estimates show about 500,000 bales of cotton have been damaged or lost in
the disaster,” he said. “The cotton market continues to rise as a result of the
disaster. Additional storms could cause additional losses. Consequently,
price relief from a 20.5 million bale anticipated cotton crop is now in danger.
Prices have risen .02 - .03 in recent days and is now trading in the low
.7000s. Time will tell if we get some price relief.”
Raines also reported on current rayon prices.
“The price of rayon has gone up a little bit, but its supply still seems to

be steady,” he said. “It has been the strongest of the man-made fiber
markets and continues to hold its title. While prices have not advanced
significantly, they have also not shown any signs of weakness. I would
anticipate rayon fiber to attempt to ride the coattails of other man-made
fiber price increases.
“Polyester prices have also been on the rise, increasing several cents

for spinnable polyester. Prices continue to be firm, with limited offerings
due to the pending results of the fine count spinnable polyester anti-
dumping lawsuit currently being heard by the U.S. government. While no
time frame has been announced, it is anticipated we will have final results
later this year. A positive ruling will result in import duties being assessed
against imported fiber, effectively raising polyester prices. 
“Our Vice President of Supply Chain and Logistics, Jim Thomas,

does a great job at managing all of our inventories, and as a result, we
have not had any price increases on our finished products,” Raines said. 
As far as specific Jones Yarn products are concerned, Raines said that

its nWET (nonwoven edge trim) line has remained successful for the
company. Now, the next generation nWET II is also a consistent seller.
The product is made of an alternative material that meets or exceeds the
performance requirements of conventional economy spun yarns. The
material is a blend of rayon and polyester, with a soft texture similar to
the nonwoven fabric found in baby wipes, according to Jones Yarn.
“We have seen nWET II take over from the original nWET,” Raines

said. “It’s still a different looking product than a traditional mop made
with yarn. Some customers find it difficult to initially market, but the
product performs very well and has high absorbency qualities. It’s been a

Jeremy Raines
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great addition to our company’s lines. When people try it, they like it. It
absorbs both water and oil extremely well.”
Another Jones Yarn product offering Raines discussed is the NEXT

GENERATION line of carpet bonnets, microfiber cloths, tube wet mops
and mitts. This group of items was originally launched as part of the
company’s strategy to include a multi-faceted approach, targeting
innovative, value-added and performance-tested products.
“These products are pretty much an add-on for Jones Yarn,” Raines

said. “Customers who order a truck load of products can save on freight
costs by getting the NEXT GENERATION  items from us, whether it’s
mop tape, mesh or thread.”
Jones Yarn, like many companies in today’s marketplace, has had some

challenges in finding good employees to replace those who have retired.
“We have been lucky. Our average tenured associate is in the range of 20

to 25 years,” Raines said. “However, when someone retires and we have to
replace that individual, there can be challenges to finding the right person.”
Another point of emphasis at Jones Yarn is its commitment to help keep

mop manufacturing in the United States.
“We don’t make a finished product. Instead, we manufacture yarn and

continue to have U.S and off-shore competition,” Raines said. “It
seems like the number of mop manufacturers in
the United States continues to contract.
However, we are also seeing many U.S.
companies remain strong. We feel it is up to us
to help support U.S. manufacturers. This
includes offering products that can keep these
manufacturers viable and competitive in the
marketplace, whether they are competing
against a domestic-made product or a product
that has been sourced internationally.”
Raines said he is not too concerned about talk from Washington, D.C.,

concerning the possible raising of tariffs on imported goods.
“There has been a lot of talk, but I don’t think we have seen any action

to date,” he said. “It really doesn’t worry us, because we are a
manufacturer, and we can ramp up our process if needed. If changes in
tariffs on imported products were to take place, I don’t believe it would
negatively impact our specific business at all.”
Despite the challenges of running a successful business in today’s

marketplace, Raines is optimistic about the future of Jones Yarn.
“We continue to look for ways to make our customers more

competitive in the marketplace. Whether it’s cotton, rayon, synthetics
yarns — it’s our responsibility to keep our customers competitive. It’s
forced us to do more research, think outside-the-box and look for new
ways to do things differently,” he said. “We may still be making a cotton
yarn or a rayon/synthetic yarn, but there are different ways we can do this
to make sure our customers continue to be successful. Our customers are
our partners, and we greatly value the relationships we share with each
and every one of them.”

Contact: Jones Family of Companies, 
312 South 14th Ave., P.O. Box 367, Humboldt, TN 38343.

Phone: 800-238-8334.
Email: solutions@jonesfiber.com.
Website: www.jonesfamilyco.com. 

L
emieux Spinning, located in St. Ephrem, QC, is a manufacturer of
yarns used to make cleaning supplies for institutional and
commercial markets. This includes wet and dust mops. The

company also offers yarns for top-of-the-line tufted, braided and woven
carpets, as well as yarns used in the filtration industry. 
“Business has been stable for most of the year, with increased volume

during the past three months,” President Serge Lemieux said. “We
should remain fairly busy until the end of the year. We are doing our best
to stay on top of the changing economic climate by trying to predict

customer and market trends. Synthetic and cotton yarns still have a strong
position in cleaning products, but we are seeing other materials continue
to gain in the market. ‘New innovative products and improvement on
what we do best,’ is our motto for continuous growth.”
Lemieux said one of the biggest challenges in the industry is raw

material pricing and availability.
“The pricing of synthetic fibers has been

relatively stable over the past years. However,
lately, we have been feeling pressure in reference
to pricing, especially for polyester, which has
gone up 10 percent in the past several months,”
Lemieux said. “One reason could be the announcement from China to the
WTO (World Trade Organization) that it will forbid the import of 24
kinds of solid wastes, including plastic wastes, which is a major
component of recycled polyester. Other price increases could be
anticipated before the end of the year.”
Another challenge that Lemieux spoke about was that of meeting the

needs of a new generation of employees. As the baby boomer
generation ages and many are
retiring from the workforce,
millennials are now the largest
generation in the workplace.
Because they view work differently
in many ways than their older
counterparts, there are companies
that have adjusted their corporate
cultures to reflect this new
demographic.
“Adjusting our management to the

millennial generation is quite a
challenge,” Lemieux said. “We are
striving to keep our team engaged

and to help them understand the current culture and direction of the
company. As managerial practices change, we need to allow more
freedom and give more responsibilities to our employees. 
“In the face of the current digital and global revolution, the real

question is not only where we, as a company, are going, but also with
whom and how are we getting there. Our company must be constantly re-
inventing itself to remain agile and competitive in the marketplace.
“Most recently, we have modernized and refreshed our logo, and we have

also designed a new website that should be online in October 2017. This
website will be linked to Facebook and LinkedIn for all customers, suppliers,
employees and other partners so they can better follow us on a regular basis.”
Lemieux Spinning is also in the process of replacing out-dated

production equipment. 
“In 2017, we put together an investment project to replace and add

new spinning equipment,” Lemieux said. “The first phase of this
project will be completed by January 2018. Also, in early 2017, we
became a partner of the Innovative Technical Textile research chair.
Technical textiles are technologies of the future for several sectors, and
are considered an essential component to tomorrow’s leading-edge
products. In collaboration with the CTT Group, we are working on
innovative yarn development.
“Change is the new norm. Preparing for, and embracing, that change by

investing in the right technologies is, for us, the best way to go. As a
smaller company, we are closer to our customers. We listen and take
actions to create change more quickly. Customers expect instant customer
service, and that’s what we provide.”

Contact: Lemieux Spinning, 125 Route 108 C.P. 2039, 
St. Ephrem, QC, Canada G0M 1R0.

Phone: 1-877-484-2169.
Email: info@lemieuxspinning.com.
Website: www.lemieuxspinning.com.

Serge Lemieux
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B
usiness at Patrick Yarns, of Kings Mountain, NC, has been
trending up during the past 12 months, according to President
Gilbert Patrick.

“We have seen substantial upward demand in several of the markets
Patrick Yarns services. This has caused sales to be robust over the past 12
months,” Patrick said. “Patrick Yarns was incorporated in 1963 with its

initial product being a white, four-ply
synthetic mop yarn. Today, the
company manufactures every type of
yarn used in the janitorial service
sector.”
From its initial mop yarn products,

the company has grown to encompass
sales and expertise in other textile
areas such as fiber optic cables,
conductive (smart) textiles, fire
resistant and cut resistant apparel,
filtration and specialty textiles, Patrick
said.
“Although a lot of these markets

are completely different from what one considers a ‘mop’ yarn, our team
is able to incorporate some of the technology used in these different areas
to what we offer the janitorial industry,” Patrick said. “We currently hold
13 patents, with three related to mop yarn construction. One patent
pertaining to the janitorial industry is pending.”
Due to its history of innovation, being proactive in developing new products

and nurturing new opportunities, Patrick Yarns was able to come through the
recent Great Recession years in better shape than many companies.
“This was largely because of our business model,” Patrick said. “In the

history of Patrick Yarns, we have never laid an employee off due to a
downturn in business, as noted in a 2009 Time Magazine article about our
company. This still holds true today.”

Patrick Yarns uses a wide variety of raw material fibers in its
manufacturing operation.
“If it is a fiber, Patrick Yarns spins it. This includes recycled fibers used

in mop yarns and recycled content apparel, para-aramid fibers such as
Kevlar, meta-aramid fibers such as Nomex, and stainless steel fibers used
for conductive and cut-protective properties,” Patrick said.
He added that globally, fiber pricing is fairly stable. 
“However, with the recent devastation in

Texas, this will put upward price pressures on
polyester and polypropylene,” Patrick said.
“Also, there is an outstanding dumping violation
charged against Asia. If this is found in U.S.
companies’ favor, polyester and possibly cotton
pricing will experience upward pressures.”
Customer service and satisfaction is a driving motivation at Patrick Yarns.
“Whether through innovation, delivery, personal contact and/or

partnership, we are here to satisfy our customers and help them be
competitive and successful in their markets,” Patrick said.
He added that one of the key ways to help reshore and revitalize

U.S. manufacturing is by using modern technology to improve
efficiencies.
“Patrick Yarns is proud of its two modern, state-of-the-art facilities

located in Kings Mountain,” Patrick said. “Our team continually
evaluates new machinery and technology that brings greater value to
our production process. This, in turn, increases our capabilities,
helping our customers distance themselves from their competition. The
two biggest challenges U.S. manufacturing companies face today,
however, usually have to do with rising health care costs and a
shrinking workforce.
“The main takeaway from my extended years in the mop yarn market

Gilbert Patrick
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was that, initially, our innovation, quality and performance were valued
and appreciated by buyers, and were all taken into account in a sale.
Unfortunately, now our customers’ customers, for the most part, care
less about quality, innovation or performance, or what country a
product is produced. It’s all about, ‘What is the price?’ This direction
will only lead to more outsourcing and erosion of U.S. domestic
production of janitorial products.
“This country’s greatness was built on manufacturing, and the U.S.

still has a lot of good manufacturing capabilities in this market,” he
added. “The consensus is the consumer is beginning to wake up and
realize the importance of U.S. manufacturing, and the jobs/
opportunities it offers.”

Contact: Patrick Yarns, P.O. Box 1691, 
Kings Mountain, NC 28086.

Phone: 704-739-4199.
Email: sales@patrickyarns.com.
Website: www.patrickyarns.com.

M
ichael Lavroff, president and owner of Jason Mills, LLC, of
Milltown, NJ, said business has been “very good” thus far in
2017. Serving manufacturers in the United States, Canada and

Europe, Jason Mills produces knit mesh for the mop industry. The
company, which celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2016, also
manufactures and distributes various fabrics and textiles for other market
segments. This includes the military, healthcare, personal safety apparel,
automotive, outdoor sports and more.
“Many of our customers continue to grow, and are doing well with our

materials,” Lavroff said. 
For the mop segment, Jason Mills offers the 5-inch harness or

saddle that goes on the base of a mop. The company also sells 60-
inch, 50-inch, 5-inch, 1 3/4-inch and 1 1/4-inch mesh fabric for the

mop and squeegee industry. The
mesh is the abrasive part of the mop.
It is produced to a crisp finish, and it
serves to encircle the sponge and
create an abrasive fabric. 
The company primarily services the

OEM, business to business manu-
facturing market.
The company’s mesh fabrics for the

broom and brush industry include style
250, a 250 denier, high tenacity
polyester yarn product; style 7400, a
baseball cap type mesh with high
tenacity; style 350, a 200-denier nylon

with high tenacity; and style 4320, a super abrasive 200-denier nylon.
Lavroff has been on a mission to motivate more companies in the mop,

broom and mop segment to consider products that go beyond the usual
commodity type items.
“We have found that most people are

strictly buying on price, which is what I call, ‘A
race to the bottom,’” Lavroff said. “This
essentially means quality is taking a back seat
to price. I find this approach to be extremely
shortsighted. 
“I have always maintained that our products for the mop, broom and

brush segment are the best on the market. Our challenge is to fight the

Michael Lavroff
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continual focus on price and commodification with a superior product.
Getting our fabrics to people who have a different corporate mindset is the
ultimate goal.”
Jason Mills will be displaying at the Industrial Fabrics Association

International (IFAI) Expo, which will be held in New Orleans, LA, September
26-29. The company’s booth number is A847.
“The IFAI Expo is a very important show for us,” Lavroff said. “Any buyer

who works for broom, brush and mop companies should come to IFAI. At the
Expo, they will see textile manufacturers and converters like ourselves. It’s a
very good venue for those who are looking to expand their textile line, and
find out what alternatives are available.”
Other products from Jason Mills that Lavroff discussed included the

company’s mosquito netting. The product’s development is especially
timely given the Zika virus crisis. The knitting structure of the netting is
such that it prevents insects as small as tick nymphs from penetrating the
opening. The netting is also snag resistant, UV resistant, repels water, is
“breathable” and is fire resistant. 
Another new product in the safety arena developed by Jason Mills is a high-

visibility, cut-resistant material, Lavroff said. 
“Our new, high-visibility material is colored yellow, green or orange —very

bright colors,” Lavroff said. “For the recreational trade, we also have a new
golf-impact fabric. We continue to develop innovative products with our own
in-house engineer.” 
To help spread the word about the company’s various products and

services, a new Jason Mills’ website will be unveiled toward the end of
2017 or beginning of 2018.
Lavroff also discussed the current state of trade agreements, adding that he

is usually a big believer in such agreements, as they often benefit the U.S.
economy in the long run. 
“There is an effort to renegotiate NAFTA (North American Free Trade

Agreement), which I have some serious concerns about. Granted, times have
changed, and NAFTA has been in place for 25 years. Certainly, an update to
the rules couldn’t hurt, but the idea that we are going to scrap it and start fresh,
I predict, is not going to play out well for the United States. Hopefully, calmer
heads will prevail.”
As far as raw materials are concerned, Lavroff said there have been no

issues with Jason Mills’ supply chain.
“Our yarn is either U.S.-based, Asian-based or

Eastern European-based,” Lavroff said. “There
have been no hiccups in the supply chain of the
standard polyesters, nylons and solution-dyed
yarns that we buy.”
Jason Mills places an ongoing emphasis on quality control. The company

has designed a quality control program similar to ISO (International Standards
Organization) certification.
“I believe that the quality we offer, every step of the way, is as good as

anyone else in the industry, if not better,” Lavroff said.
Looking ahead, Lavroff said he is excited about where his company is

headed, as well as the development of certain technical materials.
“I’m really bullish with what is taking place in

fiber technology. This includes new antimicrobial
products, moisture management and cooling
agents,” Lavroff said. “All of these things are
pushing our industry toward new, interesting and
exciting times.
“Our company’s goal is to double business in the next three to five years,

and then possibly doubling it again. I feel this is within our range, as we are
working on a variety of new products.”

Contact: Jason Mills, LLC, 
440 S. Main St., Milltown, NJ 08850. 

Phone: 732-651-7200.
E-mail: mike@jasonmills .com. 
Website: www.jasonmills.com.



Richard (Dick) Godfrey, Brush Industry Professional
And Past ABMA President, Dies

Longtime brush industry professional
and past American Brush Manufacturers
Association (ABMA) President Richard H.
(Dick) Godfrey died Sept. 10, 2017.
Godfrey started working at Felton Brush in
1963, and eventually became president and
general manager of the company, later
known as Felton, Inc., in 1969. He served as
ABMA president from 1985-1987. 
Godfrey, the son of Cecil and Mildred

Godfrey, was born in Bangor, ME, in 1924. He
lived most of his adult life in Bedford, NH. 
“A World War II veteran, Godfrey started as a torpedo bomber pilot, but

quickly demonstrated his intelligence, patience and teaching ability as a flight
instructor. He was one of the first to teach combat maneuvers solely by
instruments. Before then, all flying was visual,” according to his family. 
After the war, Godfrey attended the University of Maine on the GI bill.

Later, he worked at the O.A. Miller shoe tree company, in Plymouth, NH,
where he quickly became general manager. When that company was sold in
1963, Godfrey moved his family to Bedford to manage Felton Brush, where
he would spend the remainder of his career. When the company was
threatened with sale and/or closure, Godfrey assembled a management team
to buy the business, with financing from the New Hampshire Economic
Development Authority. Eventually his son, Mark Godfrey, would run the
company before turning it over to employee ownership. 
“Transforming an old-style New England manufacturing company into

a thriving 21st century business was one of several legacies left by

Richard Godfrey,” according to his family. 
He also exhibited leadership, both locally and nationally, through the

New Hampshire Business and Industry Association and ABMA. 
Godfrey was also active in several community organizations including

the local Rotary and Kiwanis clubs, the Boy Scouts, the Manchester (NH)
United Way, the Bedford Little League, and was on the board of directors
of the Manchester Y.M.C.A., the Amoskeag Bank, and the Kukunsook
Camp Owners Association.
Richard Godfrey’s survivors include his wife of 73 years, Elizabeth

(Betty) Wyman Godfrey; sons, Richard Godfrey Jr., and wife Carla
DeStefano, and Mark Godfrey (ABMA president from 2009-2011), and
wife Darlene Godfrey; daughter, Samantha Maynard, and husband Tom
Maynard; and grandchildren Lara, Jess, Emily, Zach, Sarah, Tim, Ian,
Livy, Brandon, Ryan and their families.
The family requests that donations be made to either the Bedford

Presbyterian Deacon Fund or the Birch Hill Benevolent Fund.

Perfex Provides Polymer Tool Mounting Bar
An extended service life of brooms, brushes and squeegees is available

with the Perfex Tool Mounting Bar. End-users can store tools for proper
air-drying and organization of supply rooms.  
“The product holds three tools in an 18-inch friction-fit channel,

allowing instant repositioning along the bar. It securely holds a wide
range of tools, up to 1.5-inches in diameter. Mounting holes are 16 inches
on center for convenient
attachment to studs, drywall and
other wall surfaces. The tool bar is
made of rust-free construction,
with no springs to break and no
rubber fingers to wear out.
Individual mounts are available,” said Perfex.

Contact: Perfex Corporation, phone: 1-800-848-8483, email:
perfex@perfexonline.com, website: www.perfexonline.com.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Richard Godfrey





Executives from five companies that supply blocks
and handles to the brush, mop and broom industry

recently shared with Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine
how their respective companies are faring to date in
2017. They also discussed the availability and pricing
of raw materials, among other issues germain to the

blocks and handles segment.

Founded in May 2013, American Select Tubing (AST), of
Mattoon, IL, is on a prolonged winning streak, as the company has
increased sales year over year since its inception.

“Business has been good,” General Manager Mark Maninfior said.
“Every year has been better than the previous year. We’re up this year quite
a bit, probably 20 to 25 percent. We are busy and we are adding people.”
American Select Tubing specializes in the manufacture and sale of

metal handles to the mop, broom and brush industry. The company also
sells to the lawn and garden segment.
“We are getting into some new markets, but I can’t really elaborate

because this effort is still in the infancy stage,” Maninfior said. “We are now
selling fiberglas extension handles. This product
features a heavy-duty, double-locking handle. 
“We are also at the point now to begin the

production of aluminum handles, both fixed
and extension handles. We will be offering
these handles in 7/8-inch, 15/16-inch and 1-
inch diameters. The aluminum handles will
have nearly the same mix of end fitments that
we offer on metal handles.
“A lot of our growth has been in the

extension handle area. Sales of extension
handles have grown 40 to 50 percent. Sales of aluminum handles have
been better than we expected.”
AST’s largest product segment is its full-hard steel tubing, which

comes in diameters of 21 mm, 22 mm, 23.5 mm (15/16 inch), 25 mm (1
inch) and 1 1/8 inches. The 1 1/8-inch diameter tubes are used for snow
shovels. The company’s handle offerings are about 75 percent powder
coated and 25 percent plastic coated. The company also offers wood grain
plastic coating.
“We’ve been making a lot of snow shovel and rake handles. This time of

the year is when we hit those pretty hard,” Maninfior said. “Last year, sales of
snow shovel handles were strong. It started off a little slower this year, mainly
because we didn’t have much snow last year to sell off the inventory.”
Recently, American Select Tubing developed a line of two-color handles

to make the product more interesting and “eye-catching” on store shelves.
“We are working on the two-color handles, but sales haven’t taken off

like we thought,” Maninfior said. “It is hard to make an eye-catching
handle, but this product kind of grabs your attention. We are still working
on marketing these handles.”

One of the foundational principles the company is based upon is
flexibility, which involves offering short lead times and small minimum
order quantities. A key element of American Select Tubing’s ability to
offer quick turnarounds is its handle-stocking program.
The program allows the company to manage inventory and get

efficiencies on production volumes. Also, customers can rely on handles
being available to them immediately.
“We have more customers who are participating in the handle-stocking

program,” Maninfior said. “A nice aspect of the program is that every
week the customer gets a report concerning their company’s orders and
inventory status. The program also helps us smooth out our production.
From the standpoint of our customers, they can get handles on a
moment’s notice. We don’t do that with a lot of the small orders, but some
of our customers have repetitive large volume orders, so we put them into
the stocking program.”
In February 2016, AST announced the acquisition of Carolina Filaments,

LLC. Now operating as AST Filaments, the company markets, stocks and
distributes filaments for Filkemp (Portugal), Plasticfibre (Italy) and other
potential partners to customers in North America and Mexico.
At the time of the announcement, the company said, “The mission at

AST Filaments will be to continue to offer filament and brush making
solutions through the same levels of service, product quality and
competitiveness that customers have come to expect from Carolina
Filaments,” AST Filaments’ products are distributed from AST’s 186,000-
square-foot facility in Mattoon.
“AST Filaments has been growing,” Maninfior said. “Filkemp is

broadening its product offerings and coming up with new things, and we
are offering those to customers.”
About two or three years ago, AST launched a concentrated effort to

expand its in-house injection molding operation. The goal was twofold — to
offer customers more variety and to get to the point where the company
molds all of its plastic parts in-house. Early last year, AST was able to
announce the molding of all of its plastic parts was now done in-house.
“We are about at our capacity on injection molding. We did add another

injection molder last year. Our machines are running at capacity. In fact,
we are working some overtime in that area,” Maninfior said. “We have
some projects we are working on to ease that capacity problem, but it is a
good problem to have.”
To make its handles, AST uses such raw materials as steel, plastic

resins and powder paints. Prior to 2016, steel prices had been depressed
because of an influx of imports from China, South Korea, India, Italy and
Taiwan. However, that changed when, in early 2016, the U.S. Trade
Commission imposed some fairly hefty tariffs on imports from those
countries, Maninfior said.
“In January 2016, steel prices started going up pretty rapidly,”

Maninfior said. “Then, in the summer, prices began to level off and they
actually started to come down in early autumn. However, following the
election, prices shot through the roof. In some cases, we are paying 40
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percent more than we were 16 to 18 months ago. The anti-dumping
regulations, the tariffs, and President Trump’s pro-
America stance have shut off a lot of the imports. As
imports have gone way down, the steel industry
hasn’t wasted anytime raising prices.
“Steel is the big issue for us because it is our single

most used raw material. It is the biggest cost
component in every metal handle. When steel prices
go up, we definitely feel it.”
Some good news is resin and powder prices have remained stable.
“We haven’t seen a lot of price movement, either up

or down, in the resins,” Maninfior said. “Powder
paints prices have also been fairly steady.”
Diversification is one area that AST will be emphasizing as it moves

forward.
“We are trying to diversify more outside the mop, broom and brush

industry and manufacture full hard tubes for other industries. We are
hoping this effort will gain some traction,” Maninfior said.
“Diversification will help smooth out some of the seasonality of our
broom and mop handle business.
“We are adding more people and are running three shifts. It used to be

we would run a small number of machines on each shift as needed, but
now we are running more and more across all three shifts. It is a good
problem to have.”

Contact: American Select Tubing, 
4005 Dewitt Ave., Mattoon, IL 61938. 

Phone: 217-234-7300. Email: sales@astubing.com.
Website: www.astubing.com.

Business at PelRay International, of San Antonio, TX, started the
year on the slow side, but in the past few months, it has been
improving and has been “fairly steady,” said President Bart Pelton.

PelRay serves manufacturers of brooms, brushes and mops worldwide,
providing supplies from more than 20 countries.
The company offers wood handles, of various species,

and metal handles that are powder painted and plastic
coated. PelRay also offers mop and brush hardware and
mop yarns.
Tauari, out of Brazil, is one of

the hardwoods the company
supplies for handles. Due to its
lower price in recent years,
Tauari has eclipsed homegrown
Poplar as PelRay’s main
hardwood for the handle market,
Pelton said.
“Right now, we are selling a

little bit more Poplar than we
did last year. However, it is still on a smaller scale
compared to imported Brazilian Tauari,” Pelton said. “We
still have people buying Poplar because it is grown in
America and, in some cases, they like the color and the
weight; however, Tauari outsells Poplar these days. Our
shipments of Tauari seem to be coming out of Brazil in a
timely manner.”
As an importer of products from South and Central

America, as well as Europe, Africa and Asia, PelRay
continuously keeps a watchful eye on exchange rates.
“We are watching the exchange rate between the U.S.

dollar and the Brazilian real, because, at the moment, all of
our purchases are in dollars,” Pelton said. “When the
dollar weakens, that starts putting pressure
on our suppliers. Plus, freight rates are
starting to increase. We are looking at an
increase in September of about $250 per

container load on ocean freight, and that is on top of
some other earlier increases. Freight costs are going up
slightly on Tauari.
“Right now, the exchange is about 3.15 (3.15 reals equal $1). It has

fluctuated anywhere from around 3.05 to 3.50 in the past year. So far, the
mills have been holding prices stable in U.S. dollars. If the real
strengthens much, we could get some price increases.”
For the softwood handle market, PelRay imports Pine from Honduras,

and also sells domestically-grown Southern Yellow Pine.
“Shipments of imported Honduran Pine are still

flowing steadily, like they did last year,” Pelton said.
“Sometimes it has taken a little bit longer to get Pine
out of Honduras, but, for the most part, it has been
fairly stable.”
In the recent past, the availability of Southern Yellow Pine to make 1

1/8-inch diameter handles was lacking. However, Pelton reported, that
situation has improved.
“We work with some mills that provide lumber for the 1 1/8-inch

diameter Southern Yellow Pine handles,” Pelton said. “The supply of the
7/8- and 15/16-inch diameters have been a little tight. However, because
we also import Pine, we continue to have 7/8- and 15/16-inch diameters
available for our customers.”
Because the Honduran currency (the lempira) basically tracks the U.S.

dollar, the exchange rate with Honduras is not an issue, Pelton said.
PelRay also imports from Europe. Currently, the European euro is strong
against the U.S. dollar.
“At the moment, the exchange rate is 1.20 to 1 ($1.20 equals 1 euro).

Six months ago it was more like 1.05 to 1.10 to 1,” Pelton said. “With the
euro being stronger, we have seen some price increases for the fiber for
angle brooms and other brushes, as well as Italian metal handles.”
Pelton is well aware of talk coming out of Washington, D.C.,

concerning raising tariffs on imported goods and getting out of, or
tweaking, trade agreements.

pat@monahanpartners.com
200 N. Oak, Arcola, IL 61910

217-268-5754
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“So far, it has been just talk and no action, and we are real comfortable
with that,” Pelton said. “They can talk about it all they want as long as
they don’t mess things up. A lot of businesses in Mexico, and
companies that do business with Mexico, are
concerned that if the U.S. starts imposing import
tariffs on Mexican goods, there will be retaliatory
tariffs. This could hurt trade going in both directions.
At the moment, it looks like they might do some fine tuning to NAFTA to
modernize it to reflect the way the economy has changed, since it was
signed over 20 years ago. 
“In fact, I think the Mexican peso has been strong against the U.S.

dollar during the past six months or so because it doesn’t look like it will
be nearly as bad as we had figured when President Trump was elected.
Overall, free trade has been a success story for both American and
Mexican manufacturers.
“Particularly for U.S. manufacturers, free trade allows them to have a

selection of the lowest cost or best quality products from anywhere in the
world. Even if they are buying components and materials made here
domestically, the competition keeps raw material costs down and quality up.
It allows us to be competitive everywhere in the world. If we had a protected
market, our costs would be too high to export.”
PelRay has also been a long-time importer of broom corn, which is

grown and harvested in several regions in Mexico.
“The first crop of the year was harvested in March, which is the

winter crop grown in southern Mexico in the Apatzingan area,” Pelton
said. “The tonnage out of that area was fairly good. However, that crop
grew short this year and came in as mostly insides. As a result, hurl was
in tight supply late this spring.
“The first Torreon crop, as well as the crops that were planted along the

west coast of Mexico, have been harvested and that broom corn is quite a
bit longer. We are getting a lot more hurl out of that crop. There is going
to be another Torreon crop harvested in October.”
One serious issue Mexican growers of broom corn have been dealing

with the past couple of years is the infestation of aphids attacking the
broom corn crops.
“Farmers are having to spray for aphids, which is expensive, or they

will lose their crop,” Pelton said. “As a result, some of the farmers are
turning to other crops that don’t have problems with aphids, such as
alfalfa. While this has resulted in some lost acreage, there has been
enough broom corn grown to meet demand.”
Looking ahead, Pelton spoke of the impact Hurricane Harvey, which

has ravaged a large swath of southeast Texas and into Louisiana, will have
on business moving forward.
“In our industry, people are going to be busy the next couple of

months. Typically in the aftermath of disasters like this, folks are
going to need a lot of mops, brooms, floor squeegees, etc., to clean
up the mess,” Pelton said. “We have already seen an
uptick in demand related to the hurricane.
Typically, that will last a few months and business
will get back to normal.
“Also impacting things is that the port of Houston has been closed, which

is a big port for Mexico and for us. A lot of our imports and exports go
through Houston. We are hoping it will get back to normal soon, but, at the
moment, we are diverting containers away from Houston to other ports.”

Contact: PelRay International, LLC, 
4511 Macro Drive, San Antonio, TX 78218. 

Phone: 210-757-4640. Email: info@pelray.com.
Website: www.pelray.com. 

Business has been good at Whitley Monahan Handle Co., of
Midland, NC, which is a partnership between The Whitley
Handle Company and The Thomas Monahan Company, of

Arcola, IL. Whitley Monahan makes wooden handles for brooms, mops,
toilet plungers, push brooms, shovels and tools.
“I’m happy to report that Whitley Monahan is doing well. We are

having a good year with increases in sales,” said Sales Manager Jim
Monahan. “We are responding to our customers’ orders, and, as always,
we emphasize customer service and a quality product. We are happy with
how the year is progressing.”
One of the more popular hardwoods for handle making is tauari, which

is sourced primarily out of Brazil, a country that has had its share of
volatile political and economic issues. Nonetheless, Monahan said, “The
availability of tauari continues to be excellent.”
Fortunately, Monahan explained, Brazil’s

logging industry tends to not be influenced a
great deal by political issues.
“Brazil has some economic and political

problems that, so far, have not affected our
wood handle market,” Monahan said.
Another problem that has vexed Brazil

recently is inflation. Such was the case in the
fall of 2016. At that time, Monahan reported
that a strong U.S. dollar against the Brazilian
real mitigates the effect of high inflation on
importers. This year, Monahan said he is hearing inflation remains a
problem.
“Brazilian suppliers point out that the economy in

Brazil is highly inflationary. They are having to pay
more labor and many of the other costs involved in
running a business during inflationary times,”
Monahan said. “So far, nobody has said he/she has
had to go up in price because of inflation.”
About this time in 2016, importers were also keeping a close eye on

freight costs as a result of a major shipping company, South Korea’s
Hanjin Shipping Co., declaring bankruptcy. It was uncertain how much
the bankruptcy would cause an increase in freight costs. However,
Monahan said freight rates have been “stable” this year.
“They are always hitting us with small increases for

port charges,  bunker surcharges, etc., but those costs
have been fairly minor,” Monahan said. “There
haven’t been any major hikes in ocean freight, duty
charges or inland freight.”
A bunker surcharge, also known as the bunker adjustment factor

(BAF), is the charge shipper’s incur to compensate for fluctuating fuel
prices, and is typically in addition to other surcharges and fees added to
the freight costs.
Monahan said there have been some issues recently at some foreign

ports that have delayed his company’s shipments.
“There was some flooding at one port in Brazil that caused a backup. I

suspect sometimes containers get taken off vessels when there is not
enough room. Whenever they have freight that is perishable or that carries
a much higher rate, our wood handles get bumped to the next ship. 
“Nonetheless, service has improved and is fairly consistent. We do

have hiccups every now and then when a container gets put off a vessel
or sits in a port an extra few days waiting for the next ship.”
In addition to sourcing tauari from Brazil, Whitley Monahan Handle

Co. also imports pine, a softwood, out of Honduras.
“The availability of Honduran pine has been good,” Monahan said. “In

Honduras, as well as in Brazil, they have a rainy season. Over the years,
processors and mills have been much better at anticipating the rainy
season. They know our market and are able to read our demand.” 
Wood cut during the dry season is put under roof to ensure a continual

supply during the rainy season when roads out of the forest become
impassable, Monahan explained.
“The rainy season, which runs from October to

January in Honduras, doesn’t have quite the impact
on us as it had in the past,” Monahan said.
When it comes to domestic wood, Monahan said

the supply has remained steady.
“Suppliers have been filling orders and the quality and on-time delivery

Jim Monahan
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have been good. The interest in domestic wood handles ebbs and flows. Many
people want to buy domestically produced handles and market them as “made in
the USA,” but they often don’t want to pay more. There has always been an issue
in competing pricewise with overseas raw material versus domestic raw
material. 
“Certain markets seem to get a premium for the domestic wood. That’s

great, and we would like to see more of it, but domestic wood is not as readily
available as wood out of Brazil and Honduras. Those countries have pretty
much unlimited capacity, so they can ramp up and supply a lot more.
Domestically, we are kind of hampered as the availability of raw material in
our price range is still a little bit limited. We have economic principles where
we can only pay so much for raw material and sell it at certain prices.
Otherwise, we would price ourselves out of the market.”
Whitley Monahan Handle Co. sources its yellow pine and poplar

domestically.
“We also import mixed light hardwoods from Indonesia, which have been

very steady. The quality seems to be consistent, but availability is limited,”
Monahan said. “They ship a certain number of containers every month. I
don’t think they can increase their production much, but they have a certain
precentage of the market.”
As a domestic supplier, Whitley Monahan Handle Co. has traditionally

stressed “Made in the USA” as a marketing point, a strategy that seems to
come and go with retailers.
“‘Made in the USA’ has been a buzzword for several years. You read

articles about some of the big box stores pushing ‘made in the USA.’ I frankly
haven’t seen it materialize to the point that customers are calling and saying,
‘We absolutely, positively have to have ‘made in USA’ wood handles. 
“I think it’s still kind of a marketing tool that big box store retailers are using

to get customers in the door. At certain times, it seems like it comes to a boiling
point and everybody wants ‘made in the USA.’ Then it kind of goes away and
they go back to the lower-priced imported materials. It’s hard to read. I don’t
know if it is going to gain a foothold consistently. That remains to be seen.”
Summing up business to date in 2017, Monahan said, “At Whitley

Monahan, we are having a good year. We are very happy with sales volumes
and the availability of raw material. I think the big thing that has
helped us is the consistency of raw material, and the
stability of the price the past couple of years. That has
helped up keep our pricing the same, which has been a
big factor in sales and keeping customers happy. 
“Being a domestic manufacturer, we have the ability to fill orders quickly

and to adapt to customers’ demands. If they need smaller volumes of
specialized items, we certainly have the equipment to make them, which
overseas manufacturers cannot.”
Despite some of the talk coming out of Washington, D.C., these days

concerning tariffs and trade agreements and other economic issues, Monahan
remains optimistic about the future. 
“Our economy has been on a rebound, and the stock market has been on an

eight-year upswing,” Monahan said.
There is one issue, however, that Monahan would like to see resolved.
“Every year politicians talk about tax reform. They talk about lowering the

tax on corporations and small businesses,” Monahan said. “I understand that
Washington moves very slow and it is a very complex issue. I’m hoping in the
next year we see some tax reform. It would really further the economy and
bring more jobs to people. This is what I’m watching most of all.
“Nevertheless, our customers are talking more optimistically about

increasing volumes. Meanwhile, we continue to keep our nose to the
grindstone and stress, as a domestic supplier, we can respond quickly. We
strive to give our customers good service and respond to their requests
immediately. In our plant, we continue to work to improve our quality. We
have quality programs in place. Quality is an ongoing project, so we seek
everyday how we can do things better and more efficiently.”

Contact: The Thomas Monahan Company, 
202 N. Oak, P.O. Box 250, Arcola, IL 61910. 

Phone: 217-268-4955; Toll Free: 800-637-7739.
Website: www.whitleyhandle.com



For nearly nine decades, Zelazoski Wood Products (ZWP),
located in Antigo, WI, has supplied blocks to the brush and broom
industry. The company also offers various other wood items

including cutlery racks, furniture parts, special wooden parts, baseball
bats, game calls, fishing lure bodies and the occasional farm related item.
Also, in recent years, ZWP has branched out to machining plastics;

imprinting, such as hot stamping and branding; laser engraving; and offering
finishes, such as tinted lacquer and stains.
“Earlier in the year, business slacked off a

little bit, but now it is taking off again,” ZWP
Secretary Ben Zelazoski said. “Last year
was the best year we ever had. This year,
business is lagging a little behind. However,
we are still busy, not so much with brush items,
but some of the other items we picked up really
seem to be moving right now.”
In the manufacture of brush blocks, ZWP uses

primarily domestic beech wood. The company
also uses other woods, such as oak and maple, to manufacture some of its
other offerings.
Because beech is a popular wood in other industries, such as cabinet

making and furniture, there have been times in the recent past that demand
outweighed supply. Beech, because it is a lower priced wood, is also used
for railroad ties, crane matting, mine timbers, and other applications.
This year, Zelazoski reported there have been no major issues in

sourcing domestic beech.
“For the most part, we are not having any problems,

and the price is pretty stable,” Zelazoski said.
“Sometimes we have to go a little further afield to get
it and pay more for freight, but the price of the beech
hasn’t moved much.”

ZWP tries to source beech as locally as possible, mostly in northern
Wisconsin and both the Upper Peninsula and lower area of Michigan,
Zelazoski said.
“We haven’t had to go down to the Ohio River Valley for beech for

some time now,” Zelazoski said. “Oak prices have bumped up a little bit,
but, all in all, we are pleased with the availability and pricing of the
woods we use.”
Some of ZWP’s newer specialty items include tools for animal

grooming and a wooden scraper designed for cleaning grills.
“Sales of the grill scraper have dropped off somewhat, but they

seem to coming back,” Zelazoski said. “Sales of the animal grooming
tool have picked up and are moving along steadily.”
The development of the wood scraper was inspired by safety concerns.
“There have been cases where bristles on worn wire grill brushes have

broken off and wound up in food,” Zelazoski said. “Safety concerns are
pretty much why people are purchasing the wooden grill scrapers.”
Even though pretty much all baseball leagues outside of the

professional ranks use aluminum bats, ZWP still makes a few wooden
bats, which are of professional quality.
At one time, ZWP sold a brand of wooden bats that were used by a few

Major League Baseball players. Ultimately, licensing costs and the
historical reluctance of superstitious baseball players to try new things led
ZWP to drop this venture.
Several years ago, ZWP and others involved in the wood industry in

central and northern Wisconsin launched the Wood Technology Center of
Excellence, located in Antigo.
“The Technology Center is doing very well. We wish the enrollment

was a little more than it is, but the graduates coming out of it are all
getting jobs in their fields. Placement has been very good,” Zelazoski
said. “With the job market the way it is, enrollment in technical schools
is down, because people don’t need to go to school to get a job. When jobs
are tight, people try to get the upper hand by getting an education.”
Two of the Center’s students worked at ZWP last year and did very

well, Zelazoski said.
“One is going back to the Technology Center for his second semester

and the other one graduated,” Zelazoski said. “He wanted to stay here, so
he is now working full time and doing very well. Whatever job we put
him on, he dives right in, and we are very pleased.”
As the economy has been on the upswing since the Great Recession

years, many businesses in ZWP’s area have had a hard time finding
workers, as unemployment is down.
“In our area, there are companies looking for workers all over the

place. I don’t care if it is flipping burgers, factory work, or what it is,
they just need people,” Zelazoski said. “However, we are doing OK.
In fact, if wooden scraper sales take off again, we will probably look
to add more people.”
Looking ahead, Zelazoski is excited about the future of the wood and

brush industries. 
“I’m looking forward to the future. Manufacturing seems to be

coming back to the U.S.,” Zelazoski said. “As technology has
improved, we don’t need quite as many workers to manufacture
products, which is good, because the workforce is thinning out. I’m a
product of the baby boomer generation. As baby boomers are retiring,
they are leaving gaps in quite a few places. We are going to have to
find some ways to make up that difference, which is where technology
plays a role.
“Looking at it from when I was a kid back in the 1960s, technology has

come a long way. Companies need to keep up with
developing technologies to become more efficient.
People want better products, but they don’t want to
pay more.”

Contact: Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc., 
835 Ninth Ave., P.O. Box 506, Antigo, WI 54409. 
Phone: 800-240-0974. Email: ben@zwpi.com.

Website: www.zwpi.com.
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M ichael Grossmann, of Northeast-Brazil, LLC, based in
both Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the United States, reported
that business has been steady this year, and has been

slightly up recently.
Northeast-Brazil provides FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) and non-

FSC wooden handles, many of which are imported into the United States
and used in mop and broom production.
Grossmann represents Malinski, a large manufacturer of wood handles

in Brazil. Malinski is in the final stages of constructing a new state-of-the-
art factory in Porto Velho, Brazil. Grossmann reported last year there was
a great deal of excitement with its customers as the new project was
beginning to come into fruition.
“We have had a couple of customers visiting the factory already,”

Grossmann said. “Malinski is probably the largest handle factory in the
world. It is certainly the largest factory that makes handles exclusively.
“Usually, for factories that make handles, they are a byproduct, such

as with a furniture factory. In contrast, Malinski exclusively makes
handles. It doesn’t make anything else but handles. So, its logs are cut
with handles in mind.”
The new Malinski factory’s Porto Velho location is also significant.
“The new factory is located next to the largest contractee of Brazilian

government-owned forests, which drastically cuts down on the cost of
transporting the wood. Malinski has very close ties with that company. This
has really helped in terms of the whole production cycle. With the new
factory, the logs come in and they are debarked with the latest equipment.
It is a completely vertical operation.”
Doing business with Brazil, Grossmann keeps close watch on the

currency exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the Brazilian real.
“In spite of all the political turmoil in Brazil, the dollar, in terms of

the Brazilian real, has been pretty steady,” Grossmann said. “There
were issues with inflation in Brazil, but the real has remained

amazingly steady in relation to the dollar.”
Historically, Grossmann added, there have

been no issues with the availability of
softwood handles made with pine, as it is a
reforested wood. Because Malinski has multi-
year logging contracts, the avail-ability of
tauari, a hardwood grown in Northern Brazil, is
fixed for years to come. The logging contracts
typically run for 20 to 30 years. Legal tauari is
logged through government-sponsored
management projects.
“We are in the middle of the wood harvest in

Brazil,” Grossmann said. “We have very long-term
contracts, so, for us, the availability of wood is not
really an issue.”
Grossmann is optimistic about the future.
“If not for metal, plastic and fiberglas handles, there probably wouldn’t

be a tree left in the world,” Grossmann said. “I say this because, in certain
usages, wooden handles are highly preferred. Not so much for indoor use,
as much as for outdoor use. 
“One thing I have learned, especially having gone

through the Great Recession crisis is, fortunately, the
cleaning industry is very inelastic. In other words, it
doesn’t really go up very much when the economy
goes up, but it really doesn’t go down that much
either, when the economy goes down.”

Contact: Northeast-Brazil, LLC, 
144 W. 27th St., Suite 2F, New York, NY 10001.

Phone: 917-842-5062. Email: michaelg@northeast-brazil.com.
Website: www.northeast-brazil.com. 

Michael Grossmann
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Each month, Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine publishes an online
eNews featuring an imports/exports chart, containing pertinent

statistics, covering 30 import categories and 9 export categories,
compiled from the latest available U.S. Census Bureau foreign trade

statistics.

Also, a comprehensive article accompanies the import/export chart
each month. The article focuses on several important raw material and
finished goods import categories, as well as several export categories.

U.S. government trade figures for the first six months of 2017
concerning the import/export categories typically highlighted in the
monthly eNews reports, indicated raw material imports trended up,

compared to the first half of 2016. 

However, finished goods imports were generally down, compared to
the previous year. Likewise, exports during the first half of 2017 were

mostly down, compared to the first half of 2016.

The raw material categories highlighted in each month’s article
include hog bristle, broom and mop handles, brush backs and metal
handles. Finished goods include brooms of broom corn over 96 cents,
brooms and brushes of vegetable material, toothbrushes, hairbrushes,

shaving brushes, paint rollers, paintbrushes and upright brooms.
Export categories highlighted in the monthly articles include, brooms
and brushes of vegetable material, toothbrushes, shaving brushes,

artist brushes and paintbrushes. Following are some statistics for the
first half of 2017 for each import and export category:

IMPORTS
Hog Bristle

n Highest monthly total: 41,643 kilograms in February;
n Lowest monthly total: 500 kilograms in March;
n Highest monthly average price: $33.77 in June; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $11.37 in April;
n Six-month total: 169,645 kilograms, up 47 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $24.37 per kilogram, up 17

percent from 2016.

Broom And Mop Handles 
n Highest monthly total: 1.9 million in January;
n Lowest monthly total: 983,152 in February;
n Highest monthly average price: 95 cents in April; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 70 cents in January;
n Six-month total: 7.6 million, up 15 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 82 cents, down 12 percent

from 2016.

Brush Backs 
n Highest monthly total: 623,174 in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 314,425 in April;
n Highest monthly average price: 58 cents in April; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 41 cents in June;
n Six-month total: 2.8 million, down 22 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 51 cents, up 13 percent from 2016.

Metal Handles 
n Highest monthly total: 3.1 million in January;
n Lowest monthly total: 1.4 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.16 in February; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 73 cents in June;
n Six-month total: 12.8 million, down 9 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 86 cents, down 7 percent from 2016.

Brooms Of Broom Corn Over 96 Cents 
n Highest monthly total: 732,281 in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 536,229 in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $2.47 in June; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $2.30 in March;
n Six-month total: 3.6 million, down 3 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $2.38, down 6 percent from 2016.

Brooms And Brushes Of Vegetable Material 
n Highest monthly total: 329,513 in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 111,370 in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $2.24 in May; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $1.17 in April;
n Six-month total: 1.5 million, down 29 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $1.46, up 30 percent from 2016.

Toothbrushes 
n Highest monthly total: 104.5 million in January;
n Lowest monthly total: 69.3 million in March;
n Highest monthly average price: 24 cents in March; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 18 cents in January;
n Six-month total: 542.8 million, down 2 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 22 cents, up 5 percent from 2016.

Hairbrushes 
n Highest monthly total: 5.1 million in April;
n Lowest monthly total: 2.7 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: 31 cents in February; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 18 cents in April;
n Six-month total: 24.5 million, up 14 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 24 cents, down 4 percent from 2016.

Shaving Brushes 
n Highest monthly total: 8.3 million in February;
n Lowest monthly total: 2.4 million in March;
n Highest monthly average price: 20 cents in June; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 10 cents in January;
n Six-month total: 28 million, down 25 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 15 cents, same as 2016.

Paint Rollers 
n Highest monthly total: 8.1 million in January;
n Lowest monthly total: 4.2 million in March;
n Highest monthly average price: 49 cents in June; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 35 cents in January;
n Six-month total: 34.9 million, down 8 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 43 cents, down 12 percent from 2016.
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Imports/Exports
The First 6 Months

By Rick Mullen |  Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor





The following chart shows individual monthly totals and average prices, 
plus six-month totals and average prices:

Paintbrushes 
n Highest monthly total: 25.5 million in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 15.4 million in January;
n Highest monthly average price: 30 cents in February, April, May; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 27 cents in June;
n Six-month total: 132.7 million, up 3 percent from 2016 ; and,
n Average price for first six months: 29 cents, down 3 percent from 2016.

Upright Brooms 
n Highest monthly total: 1.8 million in April;
n Lowest monthly total: 807,325 in March;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.62 in May; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $1.02 in February;
n Six-month total: 8.2 million, down 5 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $1.22, down 10 percent from 2016.

EXPORTS
Brooms And Brushes Of Vegetable Material 

n Highest monthly total: 13,895 dozen in February;
n Lowest monthly total: 3,635 dozen in March;
n Highest monthly average price: $38.82 per dozen in April; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $23.62 per dozen in February;
n Six-month total: 49,528 dozen, up 40 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $31.52 per dozen, down 37

percent from 2016.

Toothbrushes 
n Highest monthly total: 14.3 million in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 10.2 million in April;
n Highest monthly average price: 60 cents in June; 

n Lowest monthly average price: 52 cents in May;
n Six-month total: 71 million, down 30 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: 56 cents, up 30 percent from 2016.

Shaving Brushes 
n Highest monthly total: 2.2 million in May;
n Lowest monthly total: 857,938 in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.93 in February; 
n Lowest monthly average price: 79 cents in May;
n Six-month total: 8.3 million, down 10 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $1.11, down 4 percent from 2016.

Artist Brushes 
n Highest monthly total: 1.4 million in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 568,033 in March;
n Highest monthly average price: $5.59 in March; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $2.59 in June;
n Six-month total: 4.8 million, up 2 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $3.86, up 8 percent from 2016.

Paintbrushes 
n Highest monthly total: 292,748 in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 136,506 in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $7.14 in June; 
n Lowest monthly average price: $6.13 in March;
n Six-month total: 1.2 million, down 33 percent from 2016; and,
n Average price for first six months: $6.54, up 30 percent from 2016.

Year-end totals and prices for 2017 will appear in a special report in
the March/April 2018 print issue of  Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine.
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2017 IMPORT
STATISTICS BY MONTH

Totals of 1 million and above are rounded 
up to the nearest 0.1 million.

RAW MATERIALS
Hog Bristle

    January                            Average Price
    32,782 kilograms                $29.40 per kg
    February                          Average Price
    41,463 kg                            $24.45 per kg
    March                               Average Price
    500 kg                                 $37.20 per kg
    April                                  Average Price
    25,640 kg                            $11.37 per kg
    May                                   Average Price
    41,331 kg                            $21.86 per kg
    June                                  Average Price
    27,949 kg                            $33.77 per kg
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    169,645 kg                         $24.37 per kg
    

Broom/mop handles
    January                            Average Price
    1.9 million                                    70 cents
    February                          Average Price
    983,152                                        89 cents
    March                               Average Price
    1.6 million                                    72 cents

    April                                  Average Price
    1.3 million                                    95 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    1.8 million                                    91 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    1.4 million                                    91 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    7.6 million                                   82 cents

Brush backs
    January                            Average Price
    588,613                                        54 cents
    February                          Average Price
    332,264                                        46 cents
    March                               Average Price
    351,866                                        54 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    314,425                                        58 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    579,976                                        56 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    623,174                                        41 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    2.8 million                                   51 cents                                                                       

Metal handles
    January                            Average Price
    3.1 million                                    82 cents
    February                          Average Price
    1.4 million                                        $1.16
    March                               Average Price
    1.6 million                                    95 cents

    April                                  Average Price
    2.3 million                                    80 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    1.9 million                                    91 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    2.6 million                                    73 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    12.8 million                                 86 cents

FINISHED GOODS
Brooms of broomcorn over 96 cents

    January                            Average Price
    541,303                                             $2.39
    February                          Average Price
    536,229                                             $2.39
    March                               Average Price
    585,845                                             $2.30
    April                                  Average Price
    597,834                                             $2.36
    May                                   Average Price
    655,943                                           $2.34
    June                                  Average Price
    732,281                                             $2.47
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    3.6 million                                       $2.38

Brooms/brushes of broomcorn over 96 cents
    January                            Average Price
    111,370                                             $1.32
    February                          Average Price
    299,712                                             $1.22
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    March                               Average Price
    175,873                                             $1.59
    April                                  Average Price
    301,487                                             $1.17
    May                                   Average Price
    295,855                                             $2.24
    June                                  Average Price
    329,513                                             $1.21
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    1.5 million                                       $1.46

Toothbrushes
    January                            Average Price
104.5 million                                18 cents

    February                          Average Price
    78 million                                     22 cents
    March                               Average Price
    69.3 million                                  24 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    89.7 million                                  22 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    101.5 million                                22 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    99.8 million                                  22 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    542.8 million                               22 cents

Hairbrushes
    January                            Average Price
4.2 million                                    23 cents

    February                          Average Price
    2.7 million                                    31 cents
    March                               Average Price
    3.3 million                                    25 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    5.1 million                                    18 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    4.4 million                                    26 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    4.8 million                                    27 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    24.5 million                                 24 cents

Shaving brushes
    January                            Average Price
8.3 million                                    10 cents

    February                          Average Price
    5.7 million                                    17 cents
    March                               Average Price
    2.4 million                                    19 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    3.6 million                                    14 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    5.1 million                                    16 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    3 million                                       20 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    28 million                                    15 cents                                                                       

Paint rollers
    January                            Average Price
8.1 million                                    35 cents

    February                          Average Price
    5 million                                       43 cents

    March                               Average Price
    4.2 million                                    46 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    5.8 million                                    44 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    5.8 million                                   47 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    5.9 million                                    49 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    34.9 million                                 43 cents
                                                                       

Paintbrushes
    January                            Average Price
25.4 million                                  29 cents

    February                          Average Price
    20.8 million                                  30 cents
    March                               Average Price
    15.4 million                                  29 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    23.3 million                                  30 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    22.3 million                                  30 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    25.5 million                                  27 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    132.7 million                               29 cents

Upright brooms
    January                            Average Price
1.5 million                                        $1.37

    February                          Average Price
    1.6 million                                        $1.02
    March                               Average Price
    807,325                                             $1.30
    April                                  Average Price
    1.8 million                                        $1.12
    May                                   Average Price
    888,051                                             $1.62
    June                                  Average Price
    1.6 million                                        $1.11
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    8.2 million                                       $1.22

2017 EXPORT STATISTICS 
BY MONTH

    
Brooms/brushes of vegetable material

    January                            Average Price
3,986 dozen                   $34.77 per dozen

    February                          Average Price
    13,895 dozen                 $23.62 per dozen
    March                               Average Price
    3,635 dozen                   $38.66 per dozen
    April                                  Average Price
    9,175 dozen                   $38.82 per dozen
    May                                   Average Price
    8,952 dozen                   $33.73 per dozen
    June                                  Average Price
    9,885 dozen                   $29.93 per dozen
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    49,528 dozen                                 $31.52

Toothbrushes
     January                            Average Price
10.8 million                                  57 cents

    February                          Average Price
    11.2 million                                  56 cents
    March                               Average Price
    14.3 million                                  53 cents
    April                                  Average Price
    10.2 million                                  59 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    14.1 million                                  52 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    10.4 million                                  60 cents
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    71 million                                    56 cents
                                                                       

Shaving brushes
    January                            Average Price
1.1 million                                        $1.26

    February                          Average Price
    857,938                                             $1.93
    March                               Average Price
    1.6 million                                        $1.02
    April                                  Average Price
    1.7 million                                    95 cents
    May                                   Average Price
    2.2 million                                    79 cents
    June                                  Average Price
    906,860                                             $1.43
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    8.3 million                                        $1.11
    

Artist brushes
    January                            Average Price
617,701                                             $4.13

    February                          Average Price
    800,103                                             $3.37
    March                               Average Price
    568,033                                             $5.59
    April                                  Average Price
    644,834                                             $3.67
    May                                   Average Price
    826,958                                             $5.19
    June                                  Average Price
    1.4 million                                        $2.59
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    4.8 million                                       $3.86
    

Paintbrushes
    January                            Average Price
136,506                                             $6.93

    February                          Average Price
    163,961                                             $6.45
    March                               Average Price
    292,748                                             $6.13
    April                                  Average Price
    221,813                                             $6.35
    May                                   Average Price
    184,243                                             $6.65
    June                                  Average Price
    165,349                                             $7.14
    6-MONTH TOTAL     AVERAGE PRICE
    1.2 million                                       $6.54



Domestic Merchandise
1404902000 Broomcorn (Sorghum Vulgare Var. Technicum)
Used Primarily In Brooms Or In Brushes, Whether or Not

In Hanks or Bundles
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/Ton              Value           Net Q/Ton              Value
U King                                                                                 1              3,886
TOTAL                                                                                1              3,886

9603100000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs or Other
Vegetable Materials Bound Together, With or Without Handles

                                 June                             Year To Date                       
Country      Net Q/Dozen              Value      Net Q/Dozen              Value
Canada                    7,009          199,681                 20,357          770,190
Mexico                        744            14,302                 11,631          188,635
Salvadr                                                                                8              5,354
Hondura                        62            10,961                      405            16,873
C Rica                                                                             283              9,806
Panama                          1              2,691                      145              6,562
Bermuda                     179              5,115                      603            14,721
Bahamas                     205            11,962                      307            15,341
Dom Rep                                                                           13              4,360
St K N                                                                             100              2,628
Antigua                                                                            170              2,815
S Lucia                                                                            158              5,768
Barbado                                                                            94              3,093
Trinid                           500            13,575                   2,090            56,225
Colomb                       250              3,130                      250              3,130
Peru                            380            10,172                      536            14,367
Chile                                                                             2,358            53,913
Norway                        200              2,592                      200              2,592
Finland                                                                            632              6,985
U King                         136              4,494                      280              9,225
Ireland                                                                               84              2,776
Nethlds                                                                            521            16,437
France                                                                               90            12,645
Germany                       34              4,425                      245            13,831
Spain                                                                                 58              2,741
Italy                             167              5,499                      765            25,222
Turkey                                                                               10              2,620
S Arab                           18              7,231                      997            55,098
Arab Em                                                                          169              5,579
Thailnd                                                                              32            12,011
Malaysa                                                                             97              3,190
Singapr                                                                            103              3,398
Phil R                                                                                21              9,981
China                                                                               478            20,010
Kor Rep                                                                           299              9,849
Hg Kong                                                                          132              5,003
Taiwan                                                                             149              4,905
Japan                                                                                43            14,787
Austral                                                                          3,458          114,004
Egypt                                                                               669            22,040
Guinea                                                                            444              9,059
Rep Saf                                                                             44              3,481
TOTAL                     9,885          295,830                 49,528       1,561,250

                                          9603210000 Toothbrushes
                                 June                             Year To Date                       
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada             3,547,164       2,275,625          17,060,201     14,284,598
Mexico              2,553,792       1,377,528          11,602,455       7,040,352
Guatmal                   1,170              8,625                   3,900            28,750
Belize                       8,640            11,149                 34,718          118,294
Salvadr                                                                         8,866          135,904
Hondura                                                                       2,340            17,250

Nicarag                                                                       11,736            10,997
C Rica                      1,950            14,377                   8,030            58,599
Panama                 40,321            53,105               138,468          407,978
Bermuda                                                                      4,186              7,261
Bahamas                  1,297              6,096                   6,915            39,944
Jamaica                   5,976              6,012                 66,828          170,864
Cayman                                                                           338              3,239
Haiti                                                                              6,480              4,644
Dom Rep               43,098            80,651               430,702          535,711
Anglla                                                                           6,336              4,977
Antigua                     3,456              2,599                 18,720            16,701
S Lucia                        142              6,820                      569            28,105
Barbado                 10,800              5,616                 47,465            26,260
Trinid                      58,260            48,117               585,168          563,061
S Maarte                                                                           30              3,259
Curaco                                                                     259,932          101,400
Aruba                       3,672              3,116                 23,664            29,504
Colomb                163,618            85,071               253,333          317,754
Guyana                    3,528              2,982                 56,137            40,326
Surinam                      203              8,303                 11,495            15,764
Ecuador                                                                    136,053            88,150
Peru                                                                                960              4,320
Chile                         1,056            13,063                 41,520            41,155
Brazil                                                                          77,034          376,691
Paragua                                                                          553              2,632
Uruguay                   6,355            68,998                 89,660          238,781
Argent                  361,450          142,688            2,457,591          812,490
Iceland                                                                         1,559              6,500
Sweden                  10,000            16,000                 10,000            16,000
Denmark                                                                         576              2,563
U King                    22,202            42,830               102,956          252,492
Ireland                                                                   1,550,974          534,276
Nethlds                        294            10,197                 26,024            50,249
Belgium                    5,904              7,798                 42,345            62,330
France                                                                          7,712            15,857
Germany              949,895          467,351          19,588,548       4,208,558
Czech                   391,932          250,381               752,266          440,728
Switzld                                                                   1,286,273          194,538
Lithuan                                                                         7,744            19,614
Poland                                                                        20,518          122,685
Russia                                                                          3,207              3,312
Spain                        6,240              9,672                   7,020            19,344
Italy                               30              5,257               279,870            42,890
Greece                                                                       45,000              7,200
Romania                                                                       3,000              8,850
Israel                                                                               110              3,237
Kuwait                                                                        21,456            37,979
Qatar                      12,520            17,540                 12,520            17,540
Arab Em                   1,000              3,370               127,447            99,817
Bahrain                                                                              49              2,749
India                     861,480          252,828            5,306,510       1,824,337
Thailnd                 112,488              8,676               326,400          164,789
Singapr                  23,812            27,281               103,828            44,876
Phil R                       2,863            28,998                 26,574          145,166
China                    611,376          365,802            2,166,513       1,288,660
Mongola                   1,680              4,250                   1,680              4,250
Kor Rep               181,960          132,693            1,146,241       1,440,660
Hg Kong               270,049          172,833            3,690,897       2,193,791
Taiwan                      6,768              3,136                 46,512            39,496
Japan                   100,986            17,586               731,664          266,025
Austral                    15,476          212,349                 39,932          333,548
N Zeal                      1,313              4,782                 14,853            22,515
Rep Saf                                                                        6,210          125,000
TOTAL            10,406,216       6,282,151          70,957,371     39,638,136

9603290000 Shaving Brushes, Hairbrushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use on the Person

                                 June                             Year To Date                       
Country           Net Q/No.              Value          Net Q./No.              Value
Canada                266,136          358,296            1,701,132       2,435,418
Mexico                   63,014          236,194               770,036       1,586,345
Guatmal                   1,116              5,934                   1,260              8,478
Salvadr                     1,278            10,201                   1,278            10,201
Hondura                                                                          219              3,157
Nicarag                                                                              31              2,850

exports
JUNE EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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C Rica                                                                          2,315              5,973
Panama                                                                      13,363            63,047
Bahamas                                                                         427              7,820
Jamaica                                                                        1,125            10,286
Haiti                                                                              8,207            10,814
Dom Rep                 3,168              6,737                   7,134            28,756
Grenada                                                                       1,972            18,030
Trinid                      38,587            76,763               144,707          235,610
Colomb                                                                       11,685          192,766
Ecuador                 18,384            36,182                 18,470            40,435
Bolivia                                                                          4,866            16,197
Chile                                                                             1,463            11,223
Brazil                    424,374          180,535            4,685,373       1,138,390
Uruguay                                                                       7,872            17,701
Argent                                                                       169,116            91,049
Iceland                     2,304              4,023                   4,608              8,046
Sweden                    1,250              9,125                   1,750            15,965
U King                      4,936            11,377                 41,038          121,067
Nethlds                                                                         3,200            16,964
Belgium                    1,074              9,821                 12,584          100,257
Luxmbrg                                                                          770              4,508
France                    33,339          106,848               101,357          400,775
Germany                  6,646            17,077                 39,879          139,829
Czech                                                                           1,430            14,316
Switzld                                                                        13,211          120,810
Latvia                                                                           3,240              5,409
Lithuan                                                                         6,972            12,379
Poland                                                                             923            11,943
Spain                                                                               692              6,325
Italy                                                                            14,905          117,745
Macedon                     330              3,021                      330              3,021
Turkey                                                                        26,100            43,806
Israel                                                                               800              6,936
Kuwait                      1,836            28,975                   2,840            38,160
Qatar                                                                            4,824              7,457
Arab Em                   2,034            29,698                   6,520            47,652
Bahrain                                                                            120              3,465
India                                                                             1,553              5,967
Thailnd                     7,710            12,378                   7,710            12,378
Singapr                    6,425            22,882                 79,101          318,573
Indnsia                                                                         1,319            65,100
China                          782            14,132               172,202          662,261
Kor Rep                   3,801            31,112                 27,050          167,693
Hg Kong                   4,249            15,870                 23,155          122,520
Taiwan                      6,186            37,097                 40,365          237,918
Japan                          498              4,551                 65,660          114,102
Austral                      7,403            25,762                 57,051          374,097
TOTAL                 906,860       1,294,591            8,315,310       9,261,990

9603300000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes and Similar Brushes
for the Application of Cosmetics

                                 June                             Year To Date                       
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                587,874       1,363,155            3,276,003       9,510,985
Mexico                   46,742          171,691               222,091       1,549,583
Guatmal                                                                          248              7,042
Salvadr                        624              4,676                   1,089            15,978
Hondura                                                                       1,007              3,264
Nicarag                    4,968            10,140                 22,500            46,233
C Rica                                                                          2,592              5,850
Panama                   1,451            20,610                   7,863            61,800
Cayman                                                                               1              2,582
Haiti                                                                              1,318            21,802
Dom Rep                      96              2,643                      216              5,516
Barbado                   6,500              7,200                   6,500              7,200
Trinid                        2,000            25,743                   3,018            39,219
Aruba                          933              9,549                      933              9,549
Martinq                                                                            925            20,215
Colomb                       498            13,788                   3,815            55,772
Ecuador                                                                      16,075            50,128
Peru                                                                             4,936            43,228
Chile                                                                                952            12,902
Brazil                           260              3,688                 29,004          365,442
Paragua                                                                       1,652            17,229
Uruguay                   2,910              3,761                   2,910              3,761

Sweden                       384              3,114                   1,656            16,733
Norway                                                                         2,642            57,405
Finland                     1,654            23,492                   1,659            63,564
U King                    12,881          144,027                 56,595          893,014
Ireland                                                                          2,659            24,519
Nethlds                     3,383            27,865                 71,600          327,878
Belgium                       609          156,920                 73,904          686,952
France                           38            23,940                 24,288          398,035
Germany                                                                    37,793          197,407
Czech                          725              8,146                   2,355            20,453
Hungary                                                                          283              9,523
Switzld                     1,466            20,811                   2,588            81,584
Estonia                                                                         1,879              3,406
Latvia                                                                              450            13,790
Lithuan                                                                            160              2,630
Poland                         600              5,040                   1,209            35,729
Russia                      1,952            27,719                   6,312          100,560
Kazakhs                                                                          698              2,607
Spain                           220              2,609                   4,922            12,406
Italy                             823            13,285                   7,916          454,207
Slvenia                                                                         3,007            24,272
Greece                                                                                1              5,675
Turkey                                                                                 8              7,353
Iraq                              900              8,000                      900              8,000
Israel                             37            13,432                   7,117            19,393
Kuwait                      1,035              6,923                   1,433            52,505
S Arab                      2,374              3,240                 11,017          131,675
Qatar                                                                            1,000            12,000
Arab Em                   7,266            47,186                 13,207            98,363
Oman                                                                                90              3,330
Bahrain                                                                                1              3,426
Thailnd                        299            15,685                   4,689          128,535
Vietnam                                                                           828            11,765
Cambod                                                                              1              4,624
Malaysa                      322              6,783                      322              6,783
Singapr                    8,261            67,687                 22,675          236,739
Indnsia                                                                            235              3,334
Phil R                                                                              716            46,181
China                       5,197          256,855                 22,376          611,844
Kor Rep               667,946          867,286               764,271       1,148,532
Hg Kong                   3,112            40,322                 10,869          141,313
Taiwan                         495              3,002                   1,890            14,873
Japan                       8,571            95,241                 13,489          163,536
Austral                      3,954            62,590                 54,152          418,753
Moroc                       1,068              8,860                   1,068              8,860
Rep Saf                         87              6,474                   5,566          123,777
TOTAL              1,390,515       3,603,178            4,848,144     18,693,123

9603402000 Paint Rollers
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                106,702          186,706               561,298       1,104,998
Mexico                   17,939            31,659               279,463          557,408
Belize                                                                                98              3,203
Salvadr                                                                         1,389            19,529
Hondura                   2,098              8,084                   7,600            29,144
Nicarag                         28              9,897                        28              9,897
C Rica                                                                          8,165            54,140
Panama                   4,188              3,958                 14,792            66,779
Bermuda                                                                      2,607            11,459
Bahamas                                                                         101              2,742
Dom Rep                                                                      1,672            52,862
B Virgn                                                                         2,800              2,607
Barbado                      232              3,067                   1,621            14,012
Trinid                        1,200              3,276                   4,376              9,657
Colomb                                                                                8              3,649
Guyana                                                                        8,844              6,203
Chile                                                                                219              4,134
Brazil                           636              3,426                   1,065              9,094
U King                      9,500            21,440                 16,004            48,538
Ireland                         195              3,099                   4,746            27,471
Nethlds                                                                            205              5,826
Belgium                                                                        3,360              2,522
France                         200              4,198                   1,970            23,990
Germany                                                                      2,601              9,570
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Lithuan                                                                         1,096              3,916
Spain                                                                               460              5,344
Israel                                                                                 33              6,471
Kuwait                         796              3,731                   2,756            11,037
S Arab                           60              5,492                 50,856            71,794
India                       20,008            65,816                 72,912          258,348
Pakistn                                                                         9,000            16,470
Thailnd                                                                            220            23,200
Malaysa                                                                        6,110            26,121
Singapr                                                                         1,859            19,630
China                                                                            2,810            34,463
Kor Rep                      556            13,231                   7,375            43,552
Taiwan                                                                               49              3,430
Japan                                                                              150              3,830
Austral                      4,973              6,971                   9,020            26,345
N Zeal                      7,476            21,490                 23,013            63,070
B Ind O                                                                         9,004            31,038
Rep Saf                    6,912            86,545                   7,834          104,532
TOTAL                 183,699          482,086            1,129,589       2,832,025

                                          9603404020 Paint Pads            
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                        480              3,216                 10,667            46,402
Bahamas                                                                         108              3,456
B Virgn                                                                         2,728              9,631
Trinid                                                                            2,207              7,790
Venez                                                                           3,139            11,078
Argent                                                                          1,968              8,863
U King                                                                          3,264            16,896
Germany                                                                         303              5,790
S Arab                                                                             840              5,596
Singapr                    2,220              4,322                   6,672            15,029
Japan                                                                              920            11,363
Austral                      2,200              3,256                   6,200            31,256
N Zeal                                                                          3,352              8,902
Egypt                        9,909            34,979                   9,909            34,979
TOTAL                   14,809            45,773                 52,277          217,031

9603404050 Paint, Distemper, Varnish or Similar Brushes
(Except Brushes of 9603.30)

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                  78,937          690,612               505,062       3,654,182
Mexico                        561            16,441                 29,237          184,819
Guatmal                                                                        2,011            49,597
C Rica                         540            26,083                   2,273          108,996
Panama                   3,107            39,858                 12,204          179,847
Bermuda                                                                         412            11,188
Bahamas                     299              6,898                   1,322            38,537
Cayman                   1,634              6,659                   4,229            22,166
Antigua                                                                            221              5,094
S Vn Gr                                                                        1,412              7,640
Grenada                                                                          815            18,831
Barbado                      202              4,659                      202              4,659
Trinid                           222              6,706                   5,986          275,490
Colomb                    1,500            17,475                   1,749            25,546
Ecuador                                                                        4,318            11,407
Peru                            989              6,912                   1,066            10,045
Brazil                                                                               760              3,455
Uruguay                                                                          500              4,495
Argent                                                                          3,778            68,710
Finland                                                                         6,835            26,892
U King                    65,227          262,391               342,960       1,388,995
Ireland                                                                          3,406            16,686
Nethlds                                                                       20,359            63,701
France                         834            19,260                   3,124            54,603
Germany                                                                           85            14,689
Austria                                                                             566              3,999
Czech                                                                           2,945              4,712
Poland                                                                          3,416            20,033
Azerbjn                                                                              15              7,344
Spain                                                                                   8              3,774
Italy                                 5              3,033                   4,201            33,960
Slvenia                                                                              13              5,710

Greece                          42              4,506                        42              4,506
Turkey                                                                          1,633            13,293
Israel                                                                            2,013            22,630
Kuwait                                                                             408              2,764
S Arab                                                                          4,218            37,800
Arab Em                      360              2,566                   2,306              9,551
Bahrain                                                                            145              3,342
Afghan                                                                             144              3,432
Malaysa                                                                        1,806             11,117
Singapr                           9              6,053                 13,664          118,300
Phil R                                                                                40              5,434
China                       4,309            14,920                 11,497          139,522
Kor Rep                                                                    123,284          747,655
Taiwan                         300              7,494                      354            15,438
Japan                          468            18,589                      860            22,484
Austral                                                                          3,672            12,986
N Zeal                      4,462            13,650                 31,392            96,767
Samoa                     1,342              5,164                   1,342              5,164
Nigeria                                                                               10              7,460
Ethiop                                                                              300              3,144
TOTAL                 165,349       1,179,929            1,164,620       7,612,591

9603900000 Hand-Operated Mechanical Floor Sweepers,
Not Motorized, Mops & Feather Dusters; Prepared Knots & Tufts

for Broom or Brush Making, NESOI
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                907,222       3,606,442            4,431,196     17,618,965
Mexico                   36,609          487,529               226,268       2,886,596
Guatmal                        50              4,747                      649            21,954
Belize                            99              4,408                        99              4,408
Salvadr                                                                         1,133            36,626
Hondura                          9              3,628                      708            20,330
Nicarag                                                                            202              5,092
C Rica                      8,004            37,093                 23,089          190,201
Panama                   1,538            15,886                   8,298            87,256
Bermuda                                                                      9,371            59,396
Bahamas                                                                      4,079          116,176
Jamaica                      200              3,550                   1,513            33,331
Cayman                      195              2,637                      480              8,675
Haiti                                                                                 100              3,176
Dom Rep                                                                      6,337            51,673
B Virgn                                                                            240              2,855
St K N                                                                          1,968              5,517
S Lucia                     1,620              5,175                   3,240            10,438
S Vn Gr                           1              2,964                          1              2,964
Grenada                                                                            17              7,105
Barbado                                                                            90              3,150
Trinid                           754              8,692                   5,801          122,781
S Maarte                                                                         600              3,426
Curaco                                                                         1,656              4,174
Aruba                          452            11,397                      452            11,397
Colomb                       724            27,175                   7,598          139,631
Venez                                                                                30              5,375
Guyana                                                                        1,200              3,780
Ecuador                   4,920            30,134                 16,100          236,165
Peru                         1,587            44,772                   5,190          112,931
Bolivia                                                                             913            23,012
Chile                            955            23,161                   8,479          225,334
Brazil                           671            28,219                 11,737          280,983
Uruguay                      246              6,204                   1,022            25,782
Argent                      2,640            69,855                   4,195            87,566
Iceland                        497              2,629                      499            10,268
Sweden                                                                        1,190            25,789
Norway                        362            94,402                   4,052          152,854
Finland                                                                         1,358            28,666
Denmark                  2,203            55,529                 98,161          365,531
U King                    18,775          193,044                 70,625          974,220
Ireland                      1,024            25,814                   3,089            73,561
Nethlds                        230              5,797                 56,781          264,237
Belgium                    2,776            69,979                 17,142          381,065
Luxmbrg                                                                          303              7,650
France                      2,425          101,620                 14,451          362,440
Germany                  8,096          106,814                 35,457          731,660
Austria                                                                             848              5,405
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Czech                          272              4,063                      946            21,041
Slovak                                                                             696            17,550
Hungary                                                                          170              4,288
Switzld                        144              3,628                      144              3,628
Estonia                        529            13,345                   2,047            33,082
Latvia                                                                              103              2,591
Poland                                                                          1,909            27,084
Russia                      2,875            28,027                   9,114            84,446
Kazakhs                                                                            11              6,150
Spain                        1,901            18,471                   3,778            40,501
Portugl                          16              4,500                      206              9,300
Italy                          1,338            20,092                   6,071          136,752
Greece                                                                         1,414            35,659
Turkey                                                                          1,531            41,096
Lebanon                      151              3,813                      422            10,635
Iraq                                  1              3,995                      603            14,265
Israel                                                                               250              6,130
Jordan                                                                          1,522            27,173
Kuwait                      2,634            14,346                   6,116            35,265
S Arab                      6,551          136,209                 20,499          508,119
Qatar                                                                               754              8,188
Arab Em                      358            10,389                 13,396          293,992
Bahrain                                                                              28            12,400
Afghan                                                                             562            14,164
India                         1,078            17,089                   5,129            93,658
Pakistn                          59              4,101                        59              4,101
Thailnd                        892            15,805                   1,843            39,800
Vietnam                       313              7,871                   3,194            65,515
Cambod                                                                          102              2,582
Malaysa                   1,993            20,663                   4,677            68,143
Singapr                    4,744            92,856                 19,754          345,887
Indnsia                     6,674            19,274                 12,645            50,629
Phil R                       1,912            49,578                 23,379          283,118
Maldive                                                                            691            11,172
China                       4,091          112,107                 29,587          553,382
Kor Rep                   1,703            47,443                 12,425          226,483
Hg Kong                   1,659            67,326                   9,031          431,279
Taiwan                         954            18,217                   3,451            92,491
Japan                       5,257            77,570                 39,305          551,128
Austral                      7,479          101,219                 55,934          852,670
N Zeal                         268              6,747                   6,726            48,319
Tunisia                          48              4,238                        48              4,238
Camroon                     850              8,500                      860            26,339
Mali                                                                                     7              4,182
Nigeria                        317              2,814                      317              2,814
Gabon                                                                             850              8,466
Congo B                                                                          850              8,500
Rep Saf                    4,697            32,989                   9,053            69,965
Namibia                                                                           300              4,950
TOTAL              1,066,642       6,046,581            5,400,516     31,084,877

0502100000 Pigs’, Hogs’ or Boars’ Bristles
and Hair and Waste Thereof

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
U King                                                                          6,764            76,147
China                     27,949          943,887               162,881       4,058,662
TOTAL                   27,949          943,887               169,645       4,134,809

0502900000 Badger Hair and Other
Brushmaking Hair and Waste Thereof

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Thailnd                            1              6,777                      528            38,680
China                                                                               314            18,161
Taiwan                         520            25,674                      520            25,674
Japan                                                                                  2              8,477
TOTAL                        521            32,451                   1,364            90,992

0511993300 Horsehair and Horsehair Waste, Whether or Not
Put Up As A Layer With or Without Supporting Material

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Canada                                                                           226              5,180
Brazil                               7              6,828                          7              6,828
Paragua                                                                     12,671          177,871
Germany                  4,916            56,204                 15,583          171,969
China                     21,122          353,116                 81,789       1,436,629
TOTAL                   26,045          416,148               110,276       1,798,477

                                          
1404903000 Istle Used Primarily In Brooms or In Brushes,

Whether or Not In Hanks or Bundles
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Mexico                   59,995          297,465               192,315       1,035,070
China                          272              2,131                 16,890            84,646
TOTAL                   60,267          299,596               209,205       1,119,716

4417002000 Broom and Mop Handles, 1.9 CM or More In
Diameter and 97 CM or More In Length, Of Wood

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                     7,200              2,166               186,150            88,215
Hondura               311,378          231,347            2,916,338       1,823,653
Brazil                    597,392          724,275            3,545,845       4,218,660
Sri Lka                                                                          7,283              5,480
Indnsia                 296,608            46,755               855,242          389,775
China                   141,350            85,709            1,458,889          809,271
Taiwan                      3,600              8,471                   9,000            15,622
TOTAL              1,357,528       1,098,723            8,978,747       7,350,676

4417004000 Paint Brush and Paint Roller Handles, Of Wood
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country  Net Q/Variable              Value   Net Q/Variable              Value
Germany                                          9,384                                         76,329
Czech                                              8,512                                           8,512
Poland                                         102,835                                       414,122
Italy                                              906,982                                    3,973,823
India                                                 2,350                                           2,350
Thailnd                                           12,843                                         46,900
Malaysa                                         38,254                                         38,254
Indnsia                                                                                             468,016
China                                           124,788                                       603,839
TOTAL                                     1,205,948                                    5,632,145

4417006000 Brush Backs, Of Wood
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                361,159          132,300            1,119,479          434,630
Brazil                    142,190            59,813               275,290          182,396
Sri Lka                  119,825            66,106            1,174,775          672,883
Indnsia                                                                     220,774          132,612
TOTAL                 623,174          258,219            2,790,318       1,422,521

                                          
4417008010 Tool Handles of Wood

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country   Net Q/Variable              Value   Net Q/Variable              Value
Canada                                          15,161                                         80,892
Mexico                                             9,951                                       238,310
Hondura                                         72,198                                       437,701
Brazil                                               4,159                                    1,018,144
Sweden                                                                                                3,162
U King                                                                                                  2,749
Nethlds                                                                                                2,709
Germany                                          5,995                                         10,547
Austria                                                                                                  8,411
Italy                                              132,914                                       408,836
Vietnam                                                                                           238,154
Indnsia                                           20,407                                         20,407
China                                           114,402                                       462,466
Taiwan                                           59,030                                       308,848
TOTAL                                        434,217                                    3,241,336

imports
JUNE EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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4417008090 Tools, Tool Bodies, Broom or Brush Bodies,
Shoe Lasts and Trees, of Wood

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country  Net Q/Variable              Value   Net Q/Variable              Value
Canada                                          25,541                                       193,626
Mexico                                             2,170                                         10,773
Chile                                            159,132                                    2,018,941
U King                                            20,891                                         35,136
France                                             3,526                                         29,779
Germany                                        16,304                                       151,113
Czech                                                                                                13,223
Ukraine                                                                                                2,142
Spain                                                                                                 25,359
Italy                                                30,363                                         67,005
Croatia                                             4,492                                           4,492
Romania                                                                                              2,172
India                                             156,993                                    1,137,372
Sri Lka                                           75,016                                       357,533
Thailnd                                                                                               18,302
Indnsia                                                                                                 3,896
China                                        1,092,208                                    3,899,141
Hg Kong                                                                                             79,259
Taiwan                                           20,532                                         35,881
Japan                                           293,723                                    1,588,585

TOTAL                                     1,900,891                                    9,673,730

7326908576 Metal Handles For Brooms, Mops, Paint Applicators
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                       700              2,148               226,867            76,417
Mexico                   15,552              6,415               154,802          106,861
Brazil                        4,200              2,233                 49,896            27,025
Denmark                     115              2,895                   6,061            56,511
U King                                                                          5,400            12,226
Germany                                                                      1,000              4,110
Spain                    954,240          385,285            4,694,088       1,735,532
Italy                      957,131          650,969            2,591,188       3,391,722
India                       13,440            30,734                 53,760          121,657
Sri Lka                                                                        16,070              8,611
China                   642,887          813,213            5,006,632       5,518,831
Japan                                                                              600              7,319
TOTAL              2,588,265       1,893,892          12,806,364     11,066,822

9603100500 Wiskbrooms, of Broom Corn, 
LT=.96 EA. Prior to Entry or Withdrawal For 

Consumption of 61,655 Dozen In Calendar Year
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                        12,864              8,686
China                     21,024            19,314               110,944            84,657
TOTAL                   21,024            19,314               123,808            93,343

9603104000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, 
LT=.96 EA, At Entry or Withdrawal For 

Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                   18,636            13,409                 55,272            40,045
TOTAL                   18,636            13,409                 55,272            40,045

9603105000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, Prior to Entry or
Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                          3,132              2,585

TOTAL                                                                         3,132              2,585

9603106000 Other Brooms, Of Broomcorn, Valued Over .96 Each
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                 720,071       1,782,076            3,627,239       8,635,390
China                     12,210            27,390                 22,196            46,743
TOTAL                 732,281       1,809,466            3,649,435       8,682,133

9603109000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs
or Other Vegetable Materials Bound Together,

With or Without Handles, NESOI
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                               2              5,100
Mexico                     4,520            19,551                 26,082          101,120
Brazil                                                                            2,000              2,771
Denmark                                                                          112              2,391
U King                                                                             103              2,481
France                                                                      137,933            72,346
Germany                  1,331              4,890                   3,353            17,517
Georgia                                                                      10,000              8,500
Italy                        25,368            27,024                 25,614            35,265
India                         5,000              4,673                 31,680            15,051
Sri Lka                 227,640          259,383               870,879       1,009,648
Thailnd                                                                       19,410            45,590
Vietnam                  33,620            35,650               154,882          175,645
Phil R                       4,000              4,112                   5,000              9,598
China                     24,434            42,207               108,453          242,746
Kor Rep                                                                        1,200              2,776
Taiwan                                                                      113,057          449,527
Japan                       3,600              2,349                   4,050              7,247
TOTAL                 329,513          399,839            1,513,810       2,205,319

9603210000 Toothbrushes, Incl. Dental-Plate Brushes
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                  74,699            36,281               235,365          152,450
Mexico                 429,254          167,101            1,942,835          738,872
Guatmal            1,915,680          293,587          11,156,344       1,723,308
Brazil                                                                        176,832           111,423
Sweden                  22,468            40,206                 90,344          211,993
Norway                     8,776            17,517                 17,474            38,061
U King                                                                          2,365            19,027
Ireland                  125,592          283,933               496,205          825,307
Nethlds                                                                     121,572            28,170
Belgium                121,204            80,006               121,204            80,006
Germany           1,745,182       1,065,614          17,216,918       9,284,208
Hungary                 10,176            16,170                 31,200            45,228
Switzld              5,242,609       4,077,831          28,420,276     20,842,267
Poland                             6              7,939                          6              7,939
Spain                                                                          15,000              3,684
Italy                          6,457            17,776                 71,533          317,386
Bulgar                                                                           6,400              6,895
Israel                                                                          20,000              5,250
India                  3,096,091          777,092          25,643,349       5,168,549
Thailnd                   57,478            25,242            1,033,850          323,182
Vietnam             4,003,896          238,506          30,652,134       2,619,104
Malaysa                                                                    473,792            79,094
Indnsia                   18,000            26,650                 18,000            26,650
China              82,357,738     15,276,350        417,572,604     73,505,451
Kor Rep               421,228          186,281            2,384,936          795,676
Hg Kong                 12,332            35,338               126,620          105,520
Taiwan                    99,216            40,229            1,412,561          294,297
Japan                     34,064            83,542            3,229,838          474,930
Austral                                                                        56,433            24,338
TOTAL            99,802,146     22,793,191        542,745,990   117,858,265

9603294010 Hairbrushes, Valued Not Over .40 Each
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                        14,500              2,314
China                4,753,359       1,266,644          24,404,451       5,987,520
Kor Rep                                                                      38,880              3,235
Hg Kong                   8,928              2,412                 46,272              8,664
Taiwan                                                                        12,096              3,831
TOTAL              4,762,287       1,269,056          24,516,199       6,005,564

9603294090 Shaving Brushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use On The Person,

Valued Not Over .40 Each
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                      123,700            13,625



   
    

 

France                                                                        64,517            13,097
Germany               111,064            11,730               946,010          138,446
Italy                      240,948              8,098            1,530,212          102,430
Thailnd                                                                            800              5,843
China                1,891,863          477,067          20,574,542       3,319,753
Kor Rep               665,000            79,486            3,863,200          327,787
Hg Kong                 60,986            11,141                 90,986            17,391
Taiwan                                                                      302,300            39,236
Japan                                                                       543,000          115,202
TOTAL              2,969,861          587,522          28,039,267       4,092,810

9603302000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Not Over .05 Each

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                   53,856              2,377            6,163,972          148,426
France               1,085,000            37,638          12,600,000          420,185
Germany           2,100,000            69,529          11,533,500          417,864
Switzld                                                                 48,065,060       1,274,752
Latvia                                                                       269,216              2,377
Georgia                                                                    304,000            10,807
Italy                      390,000              8,237          47,914,750          640,307
India                     705,880            19,556            9,298,520          182,395
Thailnd                                                                     389,296            20,346
Vietnam                                                                 5,390,000            66,991
China              13,038,261          343,496          83,405,847       1,771,051
Kor Rep               640,000            16,527            5,054,000          136,167
Hg Kong                                                                   362,880              9,854
Taiwan                  210,700              5,010            2,078,030            53,515
TOTAL            18,223,697          502,370        232,829,071       5,155,037
                                          
9603304000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application of Cosmetics, Valued Over .05 But not Over .10 Each

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico              1,585,100          113,155          11,305,219          869,742
U King                                                                        65,722              5,037
Germany           3,462,000          189,472          25,098,500       1,419,968
Italy                   2,876,380          173,038            9,025,380          625,403
Sri Lka                                                                        72,000              6,389
Thailnd                                                                       51,835              2,909
Vietnam                                                                      28,800              2,743
Indnsia                                                                       87,360              8,692
China              12,464,410          898,497          75,433,754       5,552,478
Hg Kong                                                                   203,840            19,652
Taiwan                  195,000            21,450               587,746            56,409
TOTAL            20,582,890       1,395,612        121,960,156       8,569,422

9603306000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Over .10 Each

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                    2,359            16,410                   6,196            40,252
Mexico            14,608,784       2,062,039          84,437,789     12,221,910
Dom Rep             349,278          330,622            1,160,770       1,091,782
U King                    52,003          128,264               379,864          782,853
France                    19,841          155,063               643,690       1,523,076
Germany              198,989          327,104            2,810,318       1,868,185
Czech                                                                         19,444              9,286
Switzld                                                                             740              8,359
Poland                         530              2,084                      530              2,084
Spain                        9,441            46,620                 56,595          231,707
Portugl                                                                             354              3,286
Italy                      345,609          199,464               952,937          652,387
Turkey                                                                          2,150              7,224
Israel                                                                               903              2,262
India                     130,455          106,007            1,438,603       1,127,096
Sri Lka                 227,364          182,018            1,202,477          872,040
Thailnd                 180,369            82,912            1,371,391          601,588
Vietnam             1,870,200          730,937            3,960,918       1,527,434
Malaysa                   1,000              4,971                   1,000              4,971
Singapr                                                                         2,000              3,305
Phil R                          616              2,889                      616              2,889
China              31,056,580     28,438,572        201,002,820   170,890,137
Kor Rep               346,219          207,194            3,456,361       2,899,535

Hg Kong               739,520          590,631            5,769,172       2,440,667
Taiwan                  651,368          154,697            2,157,043          629,597
Japan                   195,483          726,985            1,104,497       4,099,402
Austral                                                                          8,680            47,056
Maurit                     24,528            91,724               205,626          791,813
TOTAL            51,010,536     34,587,207        312,153,484   204,382,183

                                         9603402000 Paint Rollers
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                  12,947            34,916               175,254          217,368
Mexico                 548,288          398,596            2,088,889       1,780,347
Salvadr                                                                       46,338            16,630
Brazil                      12,312            11,584                 19,512            31,228
Sweden                    4,320            10,795                   8,640            18,700
U King                    15,200              7,168                 15,200              7,168
Nethlds                                                                            548              3,510
Germany                  8,400            29,093                 34,732            69,153
Czech                   172,355            38,859            1,127,084          188,928
Italy                                                                                 760              2,690
Cambod               339,300          121,155            2,336,192          662,921
China                4,836,730       2,273,163          29,007,888     12,096,416
Taiwan                                                                             758              8,788
N Zeal                                                                          1,816            13,465
TOTAL              5,949,852       2,925,329          34,863,611     15,117,312

9603404020 Paint Pads (Other Than Of Subheading 9603.30)
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country          Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
U King                                                                        58,125            47,637
Pakistn                   48,000              4,990               120,000            12,167
Cambod                                                                     32,160            43,783
China                4,051,652          692,737          12,042,271       3,217,737
Taiwan                    44,160            13,357               457,652          287,399
TOTAL              4,143,812          711,084          12,710,208       3,608,723
                                          

9603404040 Natural Bristle Brushes, Other Than Brushes Of
Subheading 9603.30

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                  11,337            16,148               102,611          149,497
Mexico                                                                          1,512            10,586
U King                                                                                 1              3,168
France                         100              3,862                      100              3,862
Germany                  9,576              6,955                 18,231            51,115
Italy                          5,412            12,635                 55,806          320,452
Turkey                    17,808            86,469                 52,124          259,217
India                         4,988              9,424                   4,988              9,424
Sri Lka                     3,456              6,990                   3,456              6,990
Indnsia              3,628,327          741,352          21,406,665       3,795,015
China                4,836,448          810,570          32,143,326       5,438,502
Kor Rep                   1,000              4,016                   1,000              4,016
Taiwan                         448              2,093                   2,848              8,746
TOTAL              8,518,900       1,700,514          53,792,668     10,060,590

9603404060 Paint, Distemper, Varnish/Similr Brushes Exc Brushes
of Subheading 9603.30 NESOI

                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No. ValueCanada
Canada                    5,946              8,296                111,615          104,001
Guatmal                                                                       7,344              6,463
Brazil                      35,064            22,328                 35,064            22,328
Sweden                  26,870            23,667                 52,871            51,096
U King                    23,360            54,218                 89,728          147,190
Nethlds                                                                              25              4,640
France                      3,496            10,782                   3,496            10,782
Germany                78,404            77,467               241,411          500,539
Czech                                                                           2,440              3,499
Spain                                                                        267,475            82,075
Portugl                                                                             298              8,579
Italy                          2,578            10,300                 79,494            21,014
Romania                                                                          679              3,305
Turkey                    15,744            48,348               115,792          263,181
India                       10,424            14,697               422,143          308,323
Sri Lka                   10,728            29,649                 15,912            40,177
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Thailnd                                                                       63,251            25,739
Indnsia              1,565,748          259,428          10,588,696       1,741,824
Phil R                                                                           2,348            16,900
China              23,721,743       6,315,189        120,039,278     34,869,310
Kor Rep                                                                        8,592            14,352
Hg Kong                                                                     75,348            21,692
Taiwan                                                                      397,332          128,808
Japan                          220              2,091                 17,260            24,332
Sier Ln                     5,040            11,497                   5,040            11,497
Rep Saf                                                                    100,918            78,249
TOTAL            25,505,365       6,887,957        132,743,850     38,509,895

9603908010 Wiskbrooms
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                          2,064              2,381
Colomb                                                                         4,080              4,037
China                   273,000          152,173            1,233,130          584,967
Hg Kong                                                                     45,588            69,892
Taiwan                      1,500              2,492                   1,500              2,492
TOTAL                 274,500          154,665            1,286,362          663,769

9603908020 Upright Brooms
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                        1,536              5,762
Mexico                   41,226            56,346               121,293          185,313
Guatmal                 18,795            39,750                 70,275          108,093
Hondura                   6,000              5,334                   6,000              5,334
Colomb                    2,400              3,526                 14,700            30,490
Ecuador                                                                        6,168            10,576
Brazil                           387            10,150                      852            23,603
Germany                                                                      1,260              5,719
Switzld                                                                             400              3,078
Spain                      12,960            18,631                 70,560            96,373
Italy                        22,132            60,094               123,040          264,622
India                                                                             5,628              7,895
Sri Lka                   53,445          112,563               580,217       1,230,008
Vietnam                                                                      27,150            31,570
Indnsia                                                                         1,840            13,356
China                1,434,790       1,468,477            7,177,106       7,967,579
Kor Rep                                                                        1,512              9,420
Taiwan                                                                          5,400              9,910
TOTAL              1,592,135       1,774,871            8,214,937     10,008,701
                                          

9603908030 Push Brooms, 41 CM or Less in Width
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                       234              2,241                   1,593            12,240
Germany                                                                    23,040            48,537
Italy                                                                              8,532            14,580
Sri Lka                   63,124          182,818               385,932       1,161,171
China                   100,691          230,201               313,486          757,700
Taiwan                    18,108            54,416                 35,892            91,903
TOTAL                 182,157          469,676               768,475       2,086,131

9603908040 Other Brooms, NESOI
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                           8              2,325                          8              2,325
Mexico                 520,728          807,109            3,592,703       5,495,565
Guatmal                 28,056            24,737                 31,956            29,294
Salvadr                   16,212            18,656               110,264          147,026
Colomb                  32,028            34,315               188,804          203,648
Venez                                                                         41,892            26,705
Brazil                      20,844            45,205               158,352          247,534
Denmark                                                                      1,662            11,683
U King                                                                          1,889            36,472
Belgium                                                                           798              5,543
France                                                                          1,567            10,263
Germany                                                                      5,114            19,392

Czech                     96,120            32,915               349,200          131,596
Spain                                                                          16,148            20,032
Italy                        11,130            24,039               113,765          235,894
Israel                        4,175              7,314                 15,139            52,437
India                         1,000              2,378                   2,200              4,569
Sri Lka                 104,728          191,239               731,150       1,601,043
Thailnd                     6,500              6,644                 19,225            33,571
Vietnam                  13,800            21,083                 94,360          147,914
Phil R                          100              4,209                      100              4,209
China                   827,607          856,161            3,452,271       4,773,036
Taiwan                                                                        20,546            69,298
Japan                                                                           1,504              2,760
Fiji                                                                                1,560              4,087
TOTAL              1,683,036       2,078,329            8,952,177     13,315,896

9603908050 Brooms, Brushes, Sqeegees, Etc., NESOI
                                 June                             Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                     1,291,591                                    8,383,388
Mexico                                      6,183,597                                  32,868,296
Salvadr                                            5,634                                       163,315
Hondura                                    1,393,786                                    8,060,827
Dom Rep                                         7,583                                       227,499
Colomb                                          84,254                                       408,661
Venez                                                                                                   8,487
Ecuador                                                                                             46,967
Brazil                                             15,182                                       223,940
Argent                                                                                              247,330
Sweden                                         23,409                                         77,807
Finland                                         280,288                                       345,340
Denmark                                      451,115                                    2,095,935
U King                                            69,717                                       325,024
Ireland                                           86,873                                       259,974
Nethlds                                          67,334                                       120,384
Belgium                                       425,375                                    1,552,193
France                                           18,388                                       174,897
Germany                                      537,536                                    2,052,715
Austria                                             4,072                                           4,072
Czech                                                                                                26,089
Hungary                                           3,499                                           3,499
Switzld                                           29,815                                       193,215
Estonia                                                                                                 6,800
Lithuan                                           85,607                                       400,019
Poland                                           20,947                                       111,154
Spain                                             80,672                                       851,742
Portugl                                                                                                 3,022
Italy                                              271,613                                    1,340,252
Slvenia                                             4,680                                         12,825
Turkey                                              2,250                                         11,750
Israel                                                                                                  83,110
India                                             406,404                                    1,043,700
Pakistn                                         522,308                                    3,190,865
Bngldsh                                                                                              62,864
Sri Lka                                         101,151                                    1,446,033
Thailnd                                         325,455                                    1,026,425
Vietnam                                       312,035                                    1,517,498
Cambod                                         47,586                                       289,513
Malaysa                                         41,327                                       724,769
Singapr                                                                                              18,754
Indnsia                                           21,073                                       285,761
Phil R                                               4,866                                           4,866
China                                      42,579,796                                249,611,825
Kor Rep                                         18,672                                    1,165,994
Hg Kong                                      235,561                                    1,946,954
Taiwan                                      1,345,616                                    7,821,142
Japan                                           113,665                                       367,019
Austral                                           85,532                                       363,023
N Zeal                                          114,655                                       528,009
Egypt                                             45,994                                         95,828
TOTAL                                   57,766,513                                332,201,370 
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Borghi USA, Inc.  � 903 Cirelli Court  � Aberdeen, MD 21001  � USA
Telephone: (410) 272-9797 � Fax: (410) 272-0799 � info@borghiusa.com � www.borghiusa.com

Borghi USA … Service You Can Count On.

If you want to swim with the big fish,
make sure you have the best people backing you up!

( 25 foot Whale Shark. Picture taken in Hawaii during ABMA Convention )

Matt Tompkins, Borghi USA
technical support director

        




